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FOREWORD

T he site of Hasanlu Tepe, Iran, is mainly known for its important archaeological sequence from the earlier
periods of the Iron Age.

On the morning of September 8, 1936, the British archaeologist Sir Aurel Stein arrived at the site of
Hasanlu, south of Lake Urmiyeh east of the road to Naqadeh. Stein was near the end of his long, productive sur
vey trip through western Iran, the last stage of which led him across the Ushnu-Sulduz Valley along the border
between the Kurdistan and Azarbaijan provinces of Iran (Figures 1 and 2; Stein 19-tO). Stein recognized the
site's importance and carried out small-scale excavations, the first scientific work there.

Hasanlu, the largest site in Siildiiz, lies in a depression separated from Lake Urmiyeh to the north by a
small hill chain and the Gadar River to the south by a ridge. The site itself stands approximately 2~ m above
the adjacent plain.The central high or citadel mound is about 200 m across, with steep north and south slopes.
The western slope is slightly less steep, while the eastern slope descends much more gradually.

On July 25, 1937, at 8 A.M., Erich F. Schmidt flew over HasanJu as part of his aerial survey of Iran
(Schmidt 1940); the photographs then taken (nos. AE 650 and 6') 1), however, were never published. In 1960
Dr. Schmidt kindly provided us with prints of these pictures and permission to publish them (plate A), '1111')

provide excellent documentation for the setting of the site but add little to our knowledge of the High Mound
but that a military trench already existed.

When Jason Paige .Taghi Assefi, and 1arrived at the site in 19')6 the military trench was very visible .Thc
surface of the mound was covered with dense grass except for a wide strip, which followed around the wall
line, about a meter wide, with no evidence of grass or brickwork. Wc thought that the wall had perhaps been
built of packed mud that had melted away leaving a bare discolored grayish zone.This pattern is visible in the
air photograph taken in 1957 (Plate B) by Harold Joseph, the American consul in Tabriz, and in Vaughn
Crawford's air view of 1962 (Plate C). Visible in the Joseph photograph is the outer military trench with gun
emplacements and the inner circumvallation making almost a right angle at its northeastern corner. Our I ()~(>

')7 north-south exploratory trench (Operations I, II, and VII) appears at the top center of the High ,\ll iund with
the central depression at its end (to the leftj.The raking light shows that some relief still existed along the line
of the inner circumvallation, although this was virtually invisible at ground level. It was possible, we thought,
that there had been a stone foundation, but our excavations in 1956 and later produced no such evidence. Nor
was there any cultural debris indicating an Islamic occupation other than rare sherds, This was not surprrxing
since, as a rule, grass-covered mounds like this do not yield much in the way of surface material unless badly
disturbed. Thus, while indirect evidence suggested the presence of some kind of Islamic occupation, theft' W.IS

really little of substance to go on. The Islamic level at the top (Period I) was ephemeral in most places
After painstaking review of the Held records from Hasanlu for the period 1l)~()-()2. Michael Danti 11.IS

been able to integrate and interpret the scattered excavation data to produce this important volume document
ing the little-excavated Ilkhanid period of the late l vth to early l-rth centuries A.D.Given the rarity of such doc,
umcnted material we arc delighted with the result. TIle almost complete lack of excavations at small rural Sl·(·

tlements from this period make it cxtrernelv difficult for researchers to move beyond historical records in -tud
ies of the mixed economy practiced at this time, integrating newly introduced patterns of nomadic p.r-torali-m

with farming.This report represents one small. but critical step in what we hope will be a new direction in the

archaeology of northwestern Iran.

Robert H. Dv-on ..Jr
Project Director
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1

HASANLU TEPE AND THE SURROUNDING AREA

T he site of Hasanlu Tepe lies near the south
ern shore of Lake Urmiyeh in the Western
Azarbaijan Province of Iran (Figure 1). It is

the largest ruin mound (tepe) in the Gadar River
Valley, which runs from the western Zagros
Mountains east to the marshy southern shore of
Lake Urrniyeh (Figure 2). The western half of the
valley is called Ushnu and the eastern, where
Hasanlu is situated, Siildiiz.· Hasanlu lies in north
eastern Siildiiz, in a basin surrounded by low hills.
Small freshwater lakes, marshy areas that support
fresh grasses even in the dry summer months, and a
climate in which the plain remains nearly snow free
in winter provide favorable conditions for herders
as well as for a mixed farming and herding subsis

tence economy.
Hasanlu Tepe consists of a central High

Mound, often called the "Citadel Mound" in prelimi

nary reports, and a flanking Low Mound, dubbed the
"Outer Town" (Figures 3 and 4). The High Mound
rises 25 m above the surrounding plain, 27.5 m
above the water table in 1960, and is 200 m in diam
eter. The Low Mound stands 8 m above sterile soil
and measures 600 m across at its widest point,
although its exact extent is obscured by the modem
village of Hasanlu and recent agricultural activities

(Plate A).

The modem village of Hasanlu, located just

east of the High Mound, was founded sometime after
the second Perso-Russian War (1826-28) follov....ing
thc Treary of Turkomanchav. The inhabitants alleged-

ly came from Georgia and speak the Karapapak
(Eastern Anatolian) dialect of Azeri, the Turkic branch
of the Altaic language family (Stein 1940:382). They
were apparently settled at the border of Kurdistan in
an attempt to stabilize the region. Today the Siildiiz
area has a mosaic pattern of Kurdish and Turkish
speaking villages.

The proximity of the village to the High
Mound resulted in some minor disturbance to its
uppermost levels, primarily in the form of trash pits
and hurials. No such remains were excavated in areas
of the northern and eastern Low Mound that were
tested. A canal, which separated the village from the
site, cut the eastern edge of the Low Mound ami
often revealed ancient burials (Figure 3). The pres
ent-day village cemetery prevented excavation on a
low rise in the southeastern Low Mound (Figures 3
and 4; Plate A).

Hasanlu was excavated by a joint expedition
of the University of Pennsylvania Museum, the
Metropolitan Museum of Art of New York, and the
Archaeological Service of Iran under the direction of
Robert H. Dyson, Jr. Between 1956 and 19--. the
project completed 10 field seasons. The present vol
ume is a final report on the excavated remains of

Hasanlu Period l. which date approximately to the
late 13th and l-ith centuries Al). t This is the

Ilkhanid period in northwestern Iran. At this time.
one branch of the \lnngol invaders who had
wreaked so much devastation in western A'i.l and

eastern Europe during the 13th century established

• For a full discussion of the surrounding region sec V<Jigt II QH:n.

t SlT Dyson (IQH5 vxvii-xxvtii) for a dlscusston of the complete Haxmlu sequence

-1-



2 THE ILKHANID HEARTI.AND: HAsAN1.u TEPE (IRAN) PERIOD I

a semi-autonomous state centered on the area of
modern Azarbaijan and northwestern Iran. Several
capital cities and palaces were located in the area
of Lake Urrniyeh, indicative of the region's impor
tance to the nomadic newcomers, who recognized
the value of the region's lush summer pastures and
its important overland routes, especially those lead
ing west through the Zagros Mountains via the Kel
i Shin Pass and Rowanduz Pass to northern Iraq
(Figure 1). To the southwest was another Ilkhanid
capital city, Baghdad, the winter retreat of the
Ilkhanid royal court. Farther west lay the uncon
quered lands of the Mamluks, the chief rivals of the
new empire and the focus of many military cam
paigns.

Thus, it comes as no surprise that the
archaeological record of Ushnu-Siilduz, the western
edge of the Ilkhanid heartland, reveals abundant
evidence of Ilkhanid occupation, although archae
ologists have devoted little attention to these
important remains. Given the strategic and econom
ic importance of the area, one would expect to find
a fairly diverse range of Ilkhanid settlement types,
ranging from seasonally utilized pastoral camps and
small agricultural villages to fortified outposts,
towns, and administrative centers. Hasanlu Tepe
appears to have been a small planned, fortified set
tlement occupied year-round by a fairly prosperous
populace. It is difficult to ascertain the site's func
tion within the broader framework of the regional
Ilkhanid settlement system given the limited
archaeological dataset currently available for the
region. However, the settlement's apparent impor
tance relative to its small size was probably also
linked to its proximity to the Mongol winter camp
of ]aghatu (Figure 1).

This report is organized by the relevant
excavation areas, including the southern, northwest
ern, and northeastern highpoints of the High Mound
(three of the four crests on the High Mound), and the
northern stratigraphic trench (Operations I and VII,
see below). These excavation areas are presented
separately since they were noncontiguous exposures
of separate, isolated Period I buildings; that is, they
were not architecturally or stratigraphically linked.
Therefore, there will always be some questions
regarding the exact chronological cross sequencing
of these areas, but all probably date to within a single

century based on similarities in the respective
ceramic assemblages.

The attribution of the various deposits to
Period I was based on similarities in glazed ceramics,
plain wares, and architecture (in order of ascribed
importance). There were no means for obtaining cal
endric dates for Period I: no radiocarbon samples
were collected from Period I deposits, and no data
ble inscriptions or coins, other than surface fmds of
the 19th century, were found.

In some areas of the site where architectural
remains and features lay near the surface, it has been
extremely difficult to assign them to any given period
due to the poor preservation of near-surface architec
ture and a paucity of associated diagnostic artifacts. In
this regard, documenting the modem surface condi
tions of the High Mound prior to the excavations,
using aerial photographs, excavation notes, and eth
nohistoric accounts, has proven particularly useful,
providing a supporting line of evidence for the attri
bution of features and architecture to Period I. When
the spatial extent of a polygonal soil discoloration on
the surface of the High Mound was mapped using
aerial photos and combined with topographic maps
and the Period I architectural plans and sections, it
revealed what is almost certainly a poorly preserved
Period I circumvallation (see below). The surface soil
discoloration enclosed all the stratified Period I
deposits and Period I architecture was always aligned
to it. In the few places where Period I strata were not
severely eroded, the surface feature was usually asso
ciated with poorly preserved subsurface remains
such as walls and possibly a ditch.

It should be pointed out that the latter part
of the Hasanlu sequence-Periods IIIB, IIIA/II, and
I-was recovered in an unbroken stratigraphic
sequence only on the southern High Mound (see
below, Buildings I and II). In most of the excavation
areas on the High Mound, the first intact occupation
al remains encountered dated to Period IIIB.

This volume also includes a brief report on
a few sites with proven or potential Period I occupa
tions in northern Iran recorded by the Hasanlu
Project during archaeological reconnaissance, sur
veys, and excavations. The difficulties of distinguish
ing late Saljuq remains from those of the early
Ilkhanid are examined with regard to ceramic assem
blages gathered during archaeological surveys.
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SKETCH PLAN OF HASANLU SITE, SOLDOZ

Figure 3. Hasanlu Tepe: 1936 sketch map by SirAurel Stein (adapted from Stein 1940).
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2

HISTORY OF THE EXCAVATION OF PERIOD I, 1956-62

M
ahrnud Rad and a Mr. Farhadi carried out
the first excavations at Hasanlu for com
mercial purposes in 1934-35

(Ghirshman 1939:78-79, 253-254, pI. C; Mostafavi
1960). Artifacts collected through commercial
excavations were sold on the antiquities market.
Rad and Farhadi's work was confined to the north
eastern Low Mound. In 1936, Sir Aurel Stein spent
six days excavating four trenches, two on the
northern Low Mound, an L-shaped trench at the
base of the High Mound's northern slope, and a
sounding in the High Mound's central depression
(Figure 3, Plate A; Stein 1940:389-404, figs. 106,
108-110; pis. XXIV-XXVI,XXX-XXXI). Material from
these excavations was divided between the British
Museum and Tehran. 'Ali Hakemi and Mahmiid
Rad resumed commercial excavations on the east
edge of the Low Mound in 1947 and 1949, open
ing a number of graves (Hakerni and Rad 1950).
None of these early excavations uncovered Period

I strata.
Apart from Stein's sounding in the central

depression, the High Mound, the area of the Period I
occupation, was not excavated until 1956. Dyson
was aware of post-Iron Age occupation on top of the
tepe prior to the 1956 excavations based on surface
finds of glazed pottery and the published accounts
of earlier visitors and excavators. Stein had mapped
the lines of architectural remains on the High
Mound's surface, including what he interpreted as a
late fortification wall (Figure 3; Stein 1940:379.
Sketch Plan 2';; 391-92). The remains of this inner

circumvallation appear clearly on a low-level aerial
photo taken in 1937 by Erich E Schmidt (plate A) as
a polygonal soil discoloration, measuring 132 m in
diameter and enclosing approximately 1.4 ha. The
line of the Iron Age city wall-the outer circumvalla
tion-and a circular military trench dug prior to
1937 also appear on the photograph (Dyson
1959:9)." This military trench was probably dug dur
ing World War I by Turkish or, more likely, Russian
forces and generally followed the line of the Iron Age
(period IIIB) city wall.

The 1956-62 excavations defined the limits
of Period I occupation as the area of the High Mound
lying within the soil discoloration visible on the
mound's surface and in aerial photographs. No sub
stantial stratified Period I remains were uncovered in
subsequent excavations. Overall. Period I levels were
often badly eroded and were relatively thin. averag
ing 60 em in depth in the best-preserved portions of
the tepe.

In 1956, Dyson undertook a four-month
reconnaissance of sites in northern Iran (Dyson
1956, 1957). Ten days were spent excavating at
Hasanlu on the High Mound (Operations I-Ill. Grids
T28, L28. and W26/27) (Figure 4; Dyson 19';6), In
Operation I, located north of a depression at the cen
ter of the High Mound, excavations revealed what
were initially interpreted as "two paved 'Islamic' stair
ways" (Dyson 1956:284). These were later rc-dated
to the Iron Age (Dyson 19')-:38), but upon further
review we now believe they date to Period I (sec

below).

Aerial photograph dated July 2<;,1937, provided to Dyson by Erich F Schmidt (negative, Oriental Institute AE h<;())
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Over the course of the succeeding excava
tion seasons at Hasanlu, the excavators' understand
ing of the regional archaeological sequence and of
the site's morphology would improve exponentially.
So too would techniques for excavation and record
ing in Near Eastern archaeology in general, and these
advances were quickly adopted, and some devel
oped, at Hasanlu. Moreover, as the expedition
became more experienced with the hardships and
logistical challenges involved in carrying out large
scale excavations in a remote, archaeologically
unknown region, the overall quality and efficiency of
the work improved. For these reasons, there is a high
er degree of detail and reliability in the excavation
records from later seasons, especially from the peri
od from 1970 onward. In terms of Period I deposits,
most of these exposures were completed in the early
years of digging, and so have occasionally presented
some challenges with regard to interpretation.
Moreover, the Period I remains often lay at or just
below the surface and so were often disturbed or
nearly eroded away. Thus, they often were absent or
possibly went unnoticed as the turf and topsoil were
removed in preparation for controlled stratigraphic
excavation. The primary objective of most of the
excavation areas was to increase horizontal expo
sures of the sacked and burned Hasanlu !VB city and
the later Urartian IIIB fortress; later periods were of

secondary importance.
A complete topographic map of the site was

completed in 1970 using a planing table. Prior to
this, several partial topographic maps of the High
Mound showing excavation areas were drawn using
a planing table. Different control points/mapping sta
tions were usually used each season for the map
ping, introducing a potential source of error in spa
tial control and making it virtually impossible to use
one system of absolute elevations for the excavated
remains across the entire site.

Excavation procedures varied from season
to season. From 1958 onward, excavation units were
usually 11 x 11 m squares with 0.5 m balks, so the
excavated area was 10 x 10 m. Prior to this, excava
tion units were laid out according to excavation
objectives, terrain, and the time and resources avail
able. Balks were usually removed following the com
pletion of the excavations of Period !VB, and sections

were frequently not drawn. The excavation supervi-

sors usually drew plans at various scales of architec
ture and other features following the completion of
a coherent architectural phase. Photography was
used fairly extensively during the excavations, both
for recording excavation areas and artifactual finds.

Excavation supervisors, usually graduate
students, were put in charge of one or more exca
vation units, which were excavated by crews of
varying size. Notes were usually taken at the com
pletion of each major architectural phase in the
1956-62 seasons. In a few cases, notes were taken
on a daily basis and were dated. In some instances,
there are no notes for excavation areas. Sieving
was not employed in the early seasons and botani
cal and faunal remains were not systematically col
lected.

There was no single system used for the col
lection and recording of ceramics. In the 1956-62 sea
sons, nondiagnostic bodysherds were seldom collect
ed, and often only decorated wares (e.g., glazed, paint
ed, incised) and whole vessels were collected/record
ed from Period I-lIlA deposits (see below).

Between 1956 and 1962, excavation units
called Operations were given Operation Numbers
designated by roman numerals. In 1962, the project
switched from using Operation Numbers to the use of
Grid Designations, which refer to 11 x 11 m squares
designated by alphabetical and numerical axes. This
grid system covered the entire site (Figure 4). The 11
m square was adopted so that the actual digging area
was 10 by 10 m with 0.5 m balks, making recording
easier. Within excavation areas, stratigraphic units
were given Stratum Numbers-usually the only means
ofvertical control used for the recording of fmds. Area
Numbers were employed for horizontal control. Areas
usually correspond to rooms and occasionally the
interior of other features such as pits and burials.
Artifacts from an excavation area were given an
Object Number in the field by the excavation supervi
sor. Stratum, Area, and Object Numbers are only
unique within a given Operation. Artifacts were later
given a unique Hasanlu Number, also called the Field
Number, designated by a prefix consisting of the
abbreviation "HAS" followed by the last two digits of
the excavation year, which was followed by a hyphen
and a numerical identifier (e.g., HAS 58-242).
Occasionally, these numbers were later subdivided by

alphabetic designations (e.g.,Has 58-232a, b).
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Exploratory work continued at Hasanlu in
1957-58. The 1957 excavations on the High Mound
focused on connecting Operation I to Operation IT
and Operation II to Stein's north-slope trench, there
by sectioning the northern High Mound (Dyson

1958a:128, 1958b:32). This was accomplished with
a trench 62 m long by 1.7 m wide (including balks)

designated Operation VII (Figure 4; Grids S28-M28).
The trench revealed Period I walls and associated
features, including a "mediaeval Islamic fortification
wall" (Dyson 1958a:128). The trench penetrated

Period I strata only on its north end, where it also
revealed the Iron Age fortification wall (Fortification
Wall ID of Period IIIB. The expedition also opened
Operations IV-VI on the northeastern Low Mound
(Grids S48-49; Q42-3, R43-44; F38-39), but found
no stratified Period I remains there. However, surface
finds in the area of an orchard south of Hasanlu
revealed Islamic period occupation roughly contem
porary to Hasanlu Period I..

In 1958, the expedition extended the line of
Operation VII across the southern High Mound with

Operations XIV (Grid Y27/28 to BB27/28) and IX
(Figure 4; Grid BB27 to EE27). Work also continued

near the central depression of the High Mound in
Operation VIII (Grid T27). The 1958 season also saw
the first attempts to clear large areas of the south

western High Mound (Operations XX-XXIX; Grids
Y25-27,Z25-27,AA25-27).OperationsV and X (Grid
A28-B28) continued work in the eastern and north

ern Low Mound.
Virtually no Period I material was found dur

ing this season, although the horizontal exposure on
the southwestern High Mound was situated over a

segment of the heavily eroded Period I fortification
visible on aerial photographs. The north end of
Operation IX revealed a short east-west segment of

the Period 1 fortifications-a poorly preserved mud
brick wall later found to be entirely eroded away

only a short distance northwest of Operation IX in
Grid BB27 (Figures 5 and 9). The wall was preserved

four courses high at its east end and built of square
bricks measuring 22 x 22 x 5-8 cm. This was the

standard brick size during Period 1. The excavation

also traced a long segment of the southern Iron Age

fortification wall of Period IIIB (Operations IXR and

!XL), and searched for this fortification on the
mound's eastern slope using a series of radial trench
es numbered Operations XI (Grids X3"7-39), XII

(Grids P37-38, Q3"7-38), and XIII (Grid CC36).
In 1959, following the famous discoveries

made in the Iron Age burned buildings of Hasanlu

Period !VB in 1958 (Dyson 1959; Porada 1959, 1%7),
Operations XXII-XXV were continued and new
excavation areas were laid out to clear a larger area
of the southwestern High Mound (Dyson 1960),

Operations XV-XIX (Grids BBr-DDr.

BB26-CC26), XXX (Grid Y24), XXXIX (Grid BB28),
XLII (Grid AA28), XLIV (Grid Z29), XLV (Grid Z28),
XLVII (Grid Y28), and XLVIIT (Grid 29). During this
season, the excavations uncovered the first substan
tial Period I architectural remains on the southern
High Mound in Operation XXXIX (Grid BB28). The
excavations also continued the work of tracing
Fortification Wall 11 (period IIIB) and opened strati
graphic trenches across the mound's western and
southern slopes-Operations XXXA (Grids Y2 I -23,
Z21-22) and XXXIllA (Grids EE28-GG 28), respec

tively. On the northeastern corner of the High
Mound, the excavators laid out two irregularly
shaped excavation areas to trace the putative Period
I fortification (Operation L, Grids R32-34, S33-34).
They found no traces of the fortification, but cleared
two building phases of a single room, probably part
of a larger Period I house (see Building V below). As
in previous seasons, work continued on the Low
Mound in Operations U-LIV (Grids B28-29, C28-29,
D29-30, E30; NN30-0030; LIl; B29-30, C30- 31,
D31-32, respectively) and in extensions of

Operations V and VI.
The 1960 season expanded the horizontal

clearance of Iron Age remains on the southern High
Mound (Dyson 1961), Operations XXXI-XA"X\lIl
(Grids DD28-30, CC28-30, BB29-30), XL (Grid
AA30), XUIl (Grid Z30), LXXVII (Grid X29), IXXYIII
(Grid X28), LXXX (Grid W28), LXXXII (Grid W29);

Operations XXXIX and XLVIII were continued.
Operations XXXV (CC29), XXXVI (CC2H), and

XXAvll1 (BB29) revealed the entire Period I house
first found in 1959, and Operation xx,"I\' (CC30)

• Dyson Field Journal (195:). Dyson noted the presence of a "bowl fragment of iridescent greenish glass,"an - 'egg of w hill' in
descent gla~s (probably a perfume bottle)," and "plain ware sherds and incised sherds like those on top of the main mound: .1' "Til as

"burned rectangular bricks,"
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uncovered an adjacent structure (see Buildings I and
II below). The excavators also continued Operation
XXXA on the western slope of the High Mound.

In 1962, the expedition cleared most of the
High Mound's northwest comer (Grids 023-24,
P22-24, Q23-26, R20-26, 522-26, T22-24, and

U21-24). This area contained parts of two stratified
Period I buildings (see Buildings III and IV below).
The excavators also continued work on the mound's
western slope (Grids V23, W20, X20-23, Y2l) and
extended the exposure of Iron Age remains on the
southern High Mound (AA31, BB31, and CC31).



3

THE SOUTHERN HIGH MOUND

OPERATIONS IX, XXXIV-XXXVI,
XXXVIII- XXXIX

GRIDS BB28-29, CC28-30

In 1958-60, the excavators uncovered
stratified Period I remains over an area of 605 m 2

on the highest point of the southern High Mound.
The structures included a single house (Building I),
consisting of six rooms surrounding a central court
and what is likely an adjoining tower (Building II)
(Figure 5). Building I was constructed of thin,
square mudbricks (bricks measured 23 x 23 x 8
ern). Each brick bears three diagonal grooves made
by fingertips drawn across their top while the brick
was wet-a feature still seen on modern bricks of
the same size in the area. The walls were set on
mudbrick footings four bricks in width. The faces
of the footings were preserved 5-10 cm beyond the
walls on either side. The walls, preserved from 44
to 120 cm high, were centered over the footings
and were three bricks wide. The northern walls of
the building were set in wall trenches cut into
Period II Stratum o (Figure 7).

All rooms had two plastered floor levels;
later structural modifications rested on fills that
had accumulated on Floor 1 (Figure 7). The two
phases of Building II were preserved largely as
stone footings and abutted Building I on its east
side (Plate 2). The southern footing of the later

phase had eroded away (Figure ';) .

• All room measurements are of internal 'pace.

-11-

BUILDING I (FIGURE 5)

OPERATIONS XXXIV-XXXVI,
XXXVIII - XXXIX

GRIDS BB28-29, CC28-30

Room 1 (5.18 x 4.97 m), the central court,
contained no artifacts or features of note (Figure ';)."
This court lay below the level of the surrounding
rooms and was probably not roofed.

Room 2 (4.23 x ';.05 m) apparently formed
part of the court at one point, but was later parti
tioned by an unbonded, two-brick-wide wall pre
served only 60 cm in height. No doorway was pre
served in this wall. Floor 1 passed under this wall and
Floor 2 ran against it (Figure 7). Room 2 was missing
its southern wall. which was either eroded away or
cut by the modern military trench.

Room 3 (5.79 x 3.62 m) at the southwestern
corner of the building contained no artifacts or fea
tures. The room was connected to the central court
by a doorway (width 90 em) with a raised threshold
of mudbrick built on Floor I and sealed by Floor 2
The southern end of this room was also eroded or
cut away.

Room 4 (....83 x 3.59 m), north of Room 3.
had a door (width 9- ern) with a mudbrick sill stand
ing 10 ern above Floor 2. The room contained an
oven made from a buff ware ceramic vessel missing
its rim and sunk ()"i em below Floor I (Plates D and



Building II

o 123M- -
D Surface soil discoloration probably due to decayed Period I mudbrick architecture

Iij Intensest area of surface soil discoloration
__ _ _ __ As excavated, some balks later removed

~-: '~ Pit

Figure 5. Hasanlu I: Plan of Buildings I and II, southern High Mound, excavated 1958-60.
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E). The oven had a flue consisting of two ceramic
pipe segments (HAS 59-647a, b) together measuring
47.5 ern long, each with rim diameters of 16 cm on
one end and 10 ern on the other (Figure 8). The flue
was 45 em below the oven's rim and sloped up to
the floor levels. In the southeast comer of the room,
the excavators noted a deep organic deposit sur
rounded by stones, which they interpreted as a
chicken coop (plate F). Alternatively, this area might
have been used to store dung fuel. A mudbrick forti
fication wall approximately 3 m wide abutted Rooms
3 and 4 on the west (Figure 9).

Room 5 (3.92 x 4.91 m) at the north end of the
court appears to have served as the entrance chamber
to the building with a doorway opening to the east
(Figure 5).Both jambs of this doorway were damaged, so
the width of the main entrance could not be deter
mined. There were two distinct floor levels separated by
a layer of collapsed brick and brickbats fallen from the
room's north wall (Figure 7,Stratum 2b).Examination of
the north wall's masonry revealed the existence of a cut
line separating the original brickwork from a later
rebuild. Floor 2, associated with the rebuild of the north
wall, lay 44 em above Floor 1, or 28 em above the con
temporary Floor 2 in the court. Presumably one stepped
down into the central court from Room 5, although no
steps were found. At the north end of the room, there
was a low, narrow wall (width 28 cm) forming a bin
along the north wall (Figure 5).Modem bins of this type
commonly hold animal feed.

Room 6 (4.62 x 4.74 m) on the northeast
side of the court contained a circular ceramic oven,
which measured 58 cm in depth and 55 cm in diam
eter. At the entrance to the room, a rectangular area
lay 30 ern below the room's floor (the same level as
the courtyard) and was lined with mudbricks.

Room 7 (6.41 x 4.69 m), south of Room 6,
contained a ceramic oven 50 ern in diameter and
sunk 60 cm below floor level. Beneath the floor, the
hearth had a two-segment ceramic flue, measuring
95 cm in length and 16 em in diameter. The flue
sloped up to the floor level. The door (width 92 em)
had a mudbrick threshold, which opened onto a
sunken rectangular area 30 em below floor level and
lined with mudbricks. The excavators noted the
presence of mud plaster on the interior wall faces of
the room. The only small fmd reported for Building
I is a stone bead found in Room 7 (Figure 12:1).

Room 8 (5.29 x 2.83 m) to the southeast
was founded on the same level as Building I Floor 2,
and thus dates to the structure's second phase
(Figure 10). Its walls abutted the house's west wall,
but were not bonded to it, showing that it was a sec
ondary addition. The walls, preserved 60 em high
and 88 to 134 ern wide, were of packed mud (tau/)
rather than mudbrick and were aligned slightly
oblique to the walls of Building I. The remains of an
east-west interior wall, found only in the section,
were badly damaged by a later burial. Room 8 may
have filled the space between Phase 2 of Buildings I
and II, forming part of the fortification system. A gap
of at least 4.72 m might have existed between the
two buildings in Phase 1.

BUILDING II (FIGURE 5)

OPERATION XXXIV
GRID CC30

This structure, preserved in two separate
phases, probably served as a tower in the fortifica
tion system (plate G). All that remained of the struc
ture were stone rubble footings and thin, interior
mudbrick walls, possibly a bin. The footings were
preserved from 20 to 60 em high, depending on the
surface slope of the tepe.

The earlier Phase 1 footings were 1.50 to
1.60 m wide and the rubble was bound together
using a mud mortar. The northern end of the build
ing was set in a wall trench (Building II lay outside
Operation CC30's balks, and thus is not recorded in
any sections). The Phase 1 structure was contem
porary to the earlier of two clay-paved exterior sur
faces, both of which ran against the east wall of
Building I Rooms 6 and 7, which also rested in a
wall trench (Figure 11, Surfaces 1 and 2, Stratum
2a). Phase 1 of Building I and Phase 1 of Building II
were probably contemporary, although the ques
tion remains unresolved based on the available evi

dence.
The first phase of Building II was eventually

leveled, and a new, smaller structure was built in its
place. Only the north end of this structure was pre
served. The new structure followed the interior lines
of the Phase 1 footings, but the exterior faces of the
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FIGURE 12. HASANLU I: SMALL FINDS AND CERAMICS FROM BUILDING I

Fig. No. Disposition Field No. Op Grid Location

TM HAS 60-362 XXXV CC29 Rm. 7, Str. 2

2 UPM 6Q..20-338 XXXIX BB28 Str.2

3 UPM 61-5-33 HAS 6Q..368 XXXV CC29 Str.2

4 UPM 61-5-918 XXXVI CC28 Str.l

5 UPM 60-20-33 I XXXIX BB28 Str.2

6 UPM 61-5-917 XXXVI CC28 Str.l

7 UPM 6Q..20-329 XXXIX BB28 Str.2

8 UPM 61-5-920 HAS 60-1097 XXXV CC29 Rm. 7, Str. 2
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eastern and western footings were brought in 50 em.
The mudbrick interior walls of the bin belonged to
Phase 2 and measured 20 to 30 ern thick. The later
exterior clay-paved Surface 2 (Figure 11) was associ
ated with the Phase 2 structure and sealed the
exposed portions of the Phase 1 stone footings of
Building II. The walls of Building I Room 8 were
founded on this surface. The excavators found no
subsurface traces of a fortification wall to the east of
Building II, although the fortification wall likely
abutted it based on surface evidence such as soil dis
coloration and topography.

THE PERIOD I CERAMICS: GENERAL

CHARACTERISTICS

The ceramic assemblage presented here rep
resents nearly all the stratified Period I diagnostic mate
rial the expedition recorded and/or saved. In some
instances, the excavators mention Period I ceramic
diagnostics in the excavation notebooks, but these
either were not saved or drawn, or were subsequently
lost. Moreover, the excavators placed more emphasis
on collecting the painted and glazed wares rather than
on the plain wares. Therefore, the assemblage pub
lished here cannot be considered a fully representative
sample. The majority of the ceramic sherds are cur
rently stored in the collections of the Near East Section
of the University of Pennsylvania Museum and the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in NewYork.

Most of the Period I ceramics fit into four
ware groups: red ware, buff ware, monochrome
green-glazed ware, and overglaze painted ware. A
few examples of underglaze painted and luster paint
ed wares were also found.

Red ware is an unglazed earthenware and
forms the bulk of the Period I ceramic assemblage. It
ranges in color from Munsell lOR 5/6 red to 7.5YR
6/4 light brown. The majority of material falls
between 2.5YR 5/4 reddish brown to 5/8 red, 5YR
5/4 to 5/6 reddish brown to yellowish brown, and
5YR 6/4 to 6/6 light reddish brown to reddish yel
low. There is little appreciable difference between
surface color and core color excepting the effects of

weathering. Temper is generally fine-to-medium grit.
In larger vessels, temper inclusions are larger. Most of
the examples are evenly fired. Red ware was fre
quently decorated with comb incising.

The second category of unglazed earthen
ware, buffware, ranges in color from 10YR 7/2 and 5Y
7/1 light gray to 10YR 7/3 very pale brown and 5Y 6/2
light olive gray.Exterior and interior colors are virtual
ly identical, and little or no temper is visible. The ware
is evenly fired. This ware tends to be decorated with
elaborate incised and impressed decoration.

The paste of monochrome green-glazed
ware is identical to that of the unglazed red ware.
Most examples are 5YR 6/6 reddish yellow, 7.5YR
7/4 pink or 2.5YR 5/8 light red. The temper is fine
to-medium grit. The brilliant, clear, light green glaze
is fairly consistent among the examples and was typ
ically applied over a white slip. The exteriors of the
vessels are often unglazed or haphazardly covered in
glaze. Rims and bases tend to have thick applications
of glaze. The ware is evenly fired and occasionally
decorated in a simple sgraffiato pattern.

Overglaze painted ware consists of a fine
stone paste body covered in a dark, cobalt blue glaze
on the exterior and interior. This is, in turn, decorat
ed with red and white paint (enamel) and gold leaf
and refired in a muffle kiln. * At other sites, black was
sometimes added to the palette used for painting
relief tiles in this ware (Komaroff 2002:176). The
technique for producing this ware, usually dubbed
"Iajvardinah' ware after its cobalt blue or turquoise
glaze, was described in the treatise ofAbu'f-Qasim of
Kashan in 1301 AD (Allan 1973). t Lajvardinah ware
gradually replaced the earlier mina'I painted tradi
tion of the Saljuq period (Allan 1971:37; Grube
1976:254).

The Hasanlu overglaze painted ware assem
blage includes small bowls/cups with T-shaped or
"hammered" rims, larger bowls, plates, jars, bottles,
jugs, and pitchers. Vessel walls are relatively thick,
ranging from 0.4 to 0.9 ern. Other forms occurring in

Iajvardinah ware but not attested at Hasanlu are thin
walled semi-globular bowls with simple, incurving
rims, ewers, pear-shaped flasks, albarelli, sweet-meat
dishes, mihrab-shaped tombstones, tile, and prayer

• See Wulff (1966: 164-65, fig. 246) on the use of muffle kilns in traditional Persian ceramic production.
t On the naming of this ware and early attempts to date and locate its source of production see Ettinghausen (1936).
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niches (Ettinghausen 1936:10). The turquoise glazed
variety is absent at Hasanlu.

Typical design motifs on liijvaramah ware are
abstract or, more rarely, animals executed in gold with
red painted outlines and details. Decorative motifs

include vegetation, rosettes, peonies, lotus petals, circles,
medallions with geometrical star designs, scrolls,
wreaths, knots, imbricates, and dot-fringed escutcheons.

Bowl interiors are often divided into trianguloid sections
by a series of stripes radiating from the center. The sec
tions are filled with intricate patterns following the tri

angular section and terminating in a tri-lobed pattern
near the rim (Ettinghausen 1936:fig. 2). Animals and
mythical beasts include fish, birds, simurghs, djeiran,
phoenixes, Chinese dragons, nagas, and lion kylins. The

interstices between the major design motifs are typical
ly covered with tiny irregular scrolls, circles, and dots in
white. Inscriptions almost never occur. The overall
effect has been compared to "carved and bejewelled
precious stones" (Mason 1997:18) and to the imitation

of designs on luxury textiles imported from East Asia
(Komaroff 2002: 175 ff.).Under the Pax Mongolica of the
later 13th and 14th centuries, the Chinese influence on
the Iranian ceramic arts, already prevalent during the

Saljiiq period, greatly increased." The ceramic assem
blage from Hasanlu is no exception, although other elite

eastern imports/imitations such as celadon appear to be

missing.
Lajvardinah ware vessels and tile may be attrib

uted to a fairly short period of time spanning the late

13th and 14th centuries AD based on dated examples

(715AH/1315AD and 776AH/lr4AD) and literary and
archaeological evidence (Pope 1938-39:16(r: Allan

1971; Grube 1976:255-56; Carboni 2002:201-2).7

PERIOD I CERAMICS FROM BUILDING I AND

THE SURROUNDING AREA (FIGURE 12, COLOR

PLATE A)

The small ceramic assemblage from Building
I includes one red ware jar shoulder with horizontal
and crisscrossing oblique, comb-incised bands
(Figure 12:2). Plain buff ware includes a whole cari
nated bowl with a flat base (Figure 12:3). Examples
of decorative techniques in buff ware are comb
incised wavy lines (Figure 12:4) and incised and
impressed decoration (Figure 12:5,6), including one
pitcher with a strainer at the join between neck and
shoulder and decorated with incised lozenges filled
with impressed dots (Figure 12:5). Such decoration
was also relatively common in disturbed deposits in
the vicinity of Buildings I and II (e.g., Figure 27:6,7).
The other example has ovals filled with crosshatch
ing, which in turn are filled with impressed rosettes
(Figure 12:6). Figure 12:7 shows an irregularly
shaped body sherd with a dimple and comb incis
ing." Another sherd bears a molded design of bands
filled with inter-linked arabesques and an undulating

vine with spikey leaves (Figure 12:8).

• For a detailed discussion of innovations in ceramic production during the 13th century and the influence of the Mongols on

northern Iran see Crowe (1987).
t The following are the dated examples and references to I1ijvardInah ware:
1265-1281 AD-Takht-i Sulaimiin, Summer Palace of Abaqa Khiin. This site has evidence for the on-site manufacture of tiles.

LiijvardInah tiles were found at the site (Naumann and Naumann 1976).
1301 AD AbO'I-QlisimTreatise. The author discusses the manufacture and popularity of IlijvardInah ware.
ca. 1307-Fragmentary hexagonal tile from Sultaniyeh (Luschey-Schrneisser 2000:381-382, pl. '\:3). The author also

discusses a half-column in a peculiar variant of IlijvardInah (pl. 5:4) and a fairly well-known. but unprovenienced.

IlijvardInah relief tile (398-404, pl. 13:1).
1308 AD-Letter from 'Alli' al-Din Muhammad Shah I, Sultan of Delhi (1295-1301 AD), to vizier Rashid al-Din at

TabrIz. The sultan describes' various Chinese export and IlijvardInah ware vessels he is sending to the vizier. The
llijvardInah ware is clearly not the product of China, but rather is being sent back to Persia as a diplomatic gift

See Lane (1957:7-8; Browne 1951 :3:85. no. 47).
1315 AD-Star tile in the Collection of R. Ettinghausen, see Ettinghausen (1936:12,1939:1691, no. 1(0).
1374 AD-J. WAllan mentions this dated example of a cup, but does not cite a source (Allan 1971: ~"). He is referring to a cup

in the Berlin Museum acquired in 1966 (cf. Soustiel 1985:98).
ca. 1385-Fa<;ade of "Ulugh Sultan Begum" Mausoleum in the Shah-i Zinda complex of Samarqand (Golombek 1996: 126.

Golombek and Wilber 1988:no. 19, color pI. III, right).
:I: For examples of vessels decorated with "dimpling" and incised and impressed decoration see Lane (196'\:pl. .~6:hl and

Wilkinson (I '>-5:501.339. no. 2'\; 304, 341 no. 39). The Nishapur examples come from Tepe Madraseh and are "post-S'lm.mid a date of the
eleventh century or later" (W1Ikinson 1973:301). Wilkinson's no. 25 was found "at a high level in a site that was used into the tweltth cenrurv"
TIll' l lasanlu I example Is certainly later in time and represents one of the many examples of the continuity between the plain and glazed

earthenware assemblage of Period I and earlier. especially Saljuq, ceramic traditions.
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Monochrome green-glazed ware is restrict
ed to a single coarse-bodied sherd with thick exteri
or glaze and a thin interior glaze on pinkish-buff fab
ric (Color Plate A:1). Overglaze painted ware designs
include a medallion filled with an imbricate in gilt
with red outlining (Color Plate A:2). Medallions are

typically surrounded by a band of white lozenges
and circles. Two other sherds. probably from the
same vessel, have white lozenges. circles. and cres
cents/scrolls (Color Plate A:3, 4). Another example.
probably part of a jug, has vertical gilt lines on the
exterior (Color Plate A:5).
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THE NORTHWEST HIGH MOUND

GRIDS Q25-26, R24-26, 522-24,
T22-24,U22-24

On the highpoint of the northwest High
Mound, the 1962 excavations revealed a large part of
a house (Building III), associated outside spaces, and
the corner of a second, badly eroded building in Grid
S23 (Figure 13). The excavations in this area also
cleared a long southwest-to-northeast running seg
ment of the soil discoloration on the surface of the
mound. The excavators found no subsurface indica
tions of a fortification; however, the layout and con
struction of the adjacent domestic architecture
(Buildings III and IV) provides strong evidence for
dating this feature to Hasanlu I.

BUILDING III (FIGURE 13)

GRIDS T22-24, U22-24

Building III lay 20 to 25 ern below the sur
face and was oriented northeast to southwest. It

seems Building III, missing a preserved northwestern
wall, would have abutted the feature represented by
the soil discoloration. This surface feature probably
represents the remains of a wall completely made of
tauf (see Building IV below). In support of this argu
ment, the house's southeast-to-northwest-running
walls are aligned perpendicular to the surface fea
ture and run exactly up to the feature's eastern edge.
In the area northwest of the feature. the excavators

found a large pit of Period I (Figure 13, Grid T22),
which had removed all archaeological remains down
to Hasanlu Periods III and Iv. The pit may have been
a ditch running along the putative tauf fortification.
Evidence for a Period I ditch was also found in
Operation VII a-K) (see below).

Building III is quite similar in layout and size
to Building I on the southern High Mound (cf.
Figures 5 and 13). It consists of a recessed entry area
(Room 1) leading to a central court (Room 2) sur
rounded by five rooms (Rooms 3-7). Like Building I,
this structure had rooms built against its outer wall
with no preserved means of access (Rooms 9 and
10). The building was constructed of mudbricks
measuring 22 x 22 x 4.5 ern with diagonal finger
impressed lines. The southwest wall of Rooms 3 and
4 incorporated a large number of small stones in its
brickwork, and some of its bricks were baked. The
southeast wall's exterior was lined with a stone and
packed-mud bench 70 cm wide. On the southern
end, the bench ended in a finely cut cornerstone. To
the south of this building, excavations revealed plas
ter-surfaced open spaces in Grid U24 (Figure 13,
Areas 1 and 3) associated with Period I ceramics and
an oven in Grid U23 made of small stones and mud
packing. A small circular oven was also found in the

south balk of Grid S24.
Room 1 (3.57 x 4.20 rn), the entry area. may

have been completely open on its southeast side. but
was probably enclosed like Building I Room ';. The
western corner was lined with a stone bench (.:;- ern

wide), the ends of which were formed by neatly cut
cornerstones. As in Building I Room 5. a stone-lined



FIGURE 1.f. HASANLUI: SMALL FINDS FROMBUILDING III AND SURROUNDINGAREA

Fig. Disposition Field No. Material Artifact Type and Dimensions Grid Location
No. Description

1 TM HAS 62-9 Plaster ~'all decoration with L 11.9 em, w. .f.3 em, T23 Rm. 2, Str, 2
lathe impressions tho 2.7 em

2 TM HAS 62-17 Iron Handle or ornament L 7.5 em, w. 3.8 em, U23 Rm. 3, Str, 3
tho 0.3 em

Discarded HAS 62-18 Iron Nail L 3.2 em, w. 0.7 em, U23 Rm. 3, Str, 4
tho 0.3 em

.f TM HAS 62-2 Stone Bluish-white bead d. 1.7 em, h. 0.5 em U23 Rm. 3, Str, 2
5 Discarded HAS 62-4 Terraeotta ~horl L 2.4 em, w. 2.4 em, T23 Rm. 4, Str, 2

tho 1.8 em
Discarded HAS 62-19 Iron Awl? L 4.7 em, W. 0.9 em, U23 Str.3

tho 0.4 em
7 Discarded HAS 62-24 Iron Unidentified L 2.8 em U23 Pit 3, Str, 2
8 Discarded HAS 62-2.f Iron Unidentified L 3.8 em U23 Pit 3, Str. 2
9 TM HAS 62-23 Carnelian Bead d. 1.1 em, L 0.8 em U23 Pit 3, Str. 2
10 UPM HAS 62-22 Silver Scale pan or L 6.2 em, W. 4.5 em, U23 Rm. 4, Str, 2

measuring cup tho 0.1 em
11 UPM 63-5-26 HAS 62-21 Flint Point L 5.4 em, w. 1.7 em, U23 Str.2

tho0.7 em
12 UPM 63-5-2074 Glass Plate d. 12.0 em, tho0.3 em U23 Str.2
13 Discarded HAS 62-3 Iron Ingot? L 5.0 em, W. 2.1 em, T23 Rm. 2, Str, 3

tho 1.1 em
14 Discarded HAS 62-8 Cu/Bronze Coil ring 1.2.3 em, W. 2.0 em, T23 Str.2

tho 0.6 em
15 UPM 63-5-236 HAS 62-1 Cu/Bronze Pendant or weight 1.3.6 em, W. 1.3 em T23 Rm. 8, Str, 1
16 TM HAS 62-6 Gr. Stone Grinding stone L 6.8 em, W. 6.8 em, T23 Rm. 6, Str. 2

tho 5.4 em
17 UPM 63-5-8 HAS 62-5 Gr. Stone Burnisher L 12.5 em, W. 9.8 em, T23 Str.2

tho 3.2 em
18 Discarded HAS 62-7 Terraeotta ~horl L 2.5 em, W. 2.6 em, T23 Str.3

tho 1.8 em
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bin (interior space 30 em wide) abutted one of the
walls, in this case the northeast wall. In it the excava
tors found a fragmentary red ware jug (Figure 18:3)
containing a single monochrome green-glazed body
sherd (not saved). Below the final floor level (total
number of floors unknown), the excavators found a
line of large stones running parallel to the southwest
wall and ending in the north at a point even with the
southern face of the northwest wall. This footing,
never mapped or drawn, may have been part of an
earlier building phase in which a staircase, similar to
Building III Room 8 (see below), was located on the
southwest side of Room l.

Room 2 (4.68 x 3.77 m), the central court,
contained plaster fragments with impressions of
wooden lattice 2 em wide (Figure 14:1; Plate H),

which likely originated from Room 4 (see below). At
the northwest end of the court, the excavators found
two areas of hard-packed mud, which they interpret
ed as the remains of benches or supports for posts.
From this court, direct access was provided through
doorways to Rooms 4-8.

Room 3 (4.36 x 4.02 m), situated in the
southeast, had a floor of white plaster. A small stone
bench 003 em long x 61 em wide) filled the room's
northeast corner, and what the excavators interpret
ed as a stone-lined hearth abutted the northeast wall
(plate K). The excavators found no ash associated
with this feature, but recovered an iron handle
attachment and iron nails from the feature's fill
(Figure 14:2-3; Plate K) and a bead on the room's
floor (Figure 14:4). The doorway between Rooms 3
and 4 (width 95 em) had a raised sill constructed of
two flat stones covered in mud plaster.

Room 4 (4.60 x 5.80 m) contained a floor
partially paved in flat stones coated in white plaster.
On the floor, the excavators found fragments of
white plaster decorated with concentric circles in
low relief (HAS Sample 62-135) and a clay whorl
(Figure 14:5). A rectangular plaster and stone basin
(1.60 x 1.37 rn), situated directly in front of the door
way to the court, was set below the surrounding
floor level and served as a washbasin or toilet (plates
Land M). The stones were bonded with a thick
white mortar. A drain hole lined with small stones
and white plaster led to a drain constructed of clay
pipe, terminating in a clay-lined pit with a baked clay
rim. The segments measured 50 em in length, 10 em

in diameter at the mouth, and 16 em in diameter at
the socket. An iron point (Figure 14:6) lay in the
basin and two iron objects (Figure 14:7-8) and a
light red carnelian bead (Figure 14:9) had fallen into
the drainage pit. Just below the final floor paving, the
excavators recovered a silver measuring cup or scale
pan (Figure 14:10; Plate]), an iron fragment (discard
ed), a flint blade (Figure 14:11), and a rim sherd from
a dark glass plate (Figure 14:12).

Room 5 (4.24 x 4.98 m) had a floor of white
plaster. A stone footing running northeast to south
west and abutting the southwest wall probably rep
resents a screen wall used to divide the space from
the central court, a modification similar to that in
Building I Rooms 1 and 2. In the room's southwest
ern corner, the excavators found a rectangular stone
slab set into the floor. It measured 20 x 24 x 5 em
and had a circular depression in its top. This may
have been the pivot stone for a door, which suggests
there was a second door to Room 4 or that the puta
tive architectural feature abutting the house to the
northwest contained a passageway or interior space.
An iron pig-ingot was the only small find from this
room (Figure 14:13).

Room 6 (3.46 x 6.48 m), located to the
north of the court, had a northeastern wall con
structed of mudbrick on a stone footing one course
high and five courses wide. The wall and footing
were preserved 30 em high. A short screen wall of
baked brick and stone abutted the southwest wall.
The final white plaster floor of the room sealed
sherds of lajvardinah ware, iridescent glass, and a
bronze coil ring (Figure 14:14). A circular domed
oven was set into the floor. The total height of the
oven was 66 em and the diameter at its base was 86
em (plates Nand 0). The oven had a flue construct
ed of two ceramic drainpipe segments. The seg
ments and the construction technique are identical
to the oven in Building I Room 4 (see above).

Rooms 7 and 8 to the northeast were only
partially excavated. Room 8 (0.62 x 3.38 m) probably
served as a stairwell leading to a second storey or the
roof and contained sherds of Hijvard'inahware (Color
Plates B:4 and C:1) and an iron pendant or weight
sinker (Figure 14:15; Plate K).

The excavators recorded nothing of signifi
cance regarding Rooms 9 and 10 (4.12 x 3.80 m and
3.72 x 4.12 rn, respectively), which adjoined the
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southeast wall. These rooms may have served a pur
pose similar to that of Building I Room 8, although
there was no evidence in Operation U22 of a struc
ture similar to Building II in Grid CC30.

BUILDING IV (FIGURE 15)

GRIDS Q25-26, R25-26

In this area, the excavators cleared a small
exposure of two phases of a Period I house called
Building IV(Figure 15). The building was oriented
along, or formed part of, the putative fortification
and lay 5 to 25 cm below the surface. The excavators
found evidence of a circular bastion and an angle in
the fortification wall almost exactly where Stein's
1936 sketch map predicts such features would be

positioned.
The northwest wall, made of tauf, was 1.20

m wide. This wall, likely a segment of the fortifica
tion wall of the settlement, provides additional clues
as to the origin of the surface soil discoloration and
the missing northwest wall of Building III (see

below).
The other walls of Building IV varied from 70

to 80 cm in width and were constructed of a combi
nation of mudbricks measuring 21 x 21 x 7 ern and
tauf, except for the second phase footing of the west
ern wall of Rooms 1 and 4, which was constructed of
stone. A semicircular foundation of a single course of
large stones (average diameter 85 em) abutted the
north wall's exterior face. It is almost certainly the
foundation of the circular bastion shown on Stein's
sketch map positioned at the angle in the northwest
fortification wall (Figure 3 Bastion No.1). The bastion
measured a total of 3 m in diameter, close to the size
of Bastion 1 on Stein's map (Figure 3).

The excavators cleared two ovens and a
Period I surface west of the building in Grid R25.
They found few associated artifacts (Figure 16:1,2).
They also recovered ceramic diagnostics and small
finds from a Period I surface in Grids 524 and S25 to
the south (Figure 16:3, 4; 18:1, 6; 19:2); however,
there were no other associated features or architec

tural remains there.
Room I (3.89 x 1.17 m) was probably

entered through a doorway in the west end of the

southeast wall, but the mudbrick of the southeast
wall was too decayed to determine whether stones
found there were footings or a raised sill (Figure I;).

An adjoining stone paving along the southwest cor
ner of the building favors reconstructing this feature
as an entry. Three stone steps in the northwest cor
ner of Room 1 led up to Room 2 to the northwest.
Each riser stood only 5 cm high. The northeast wall
of Room 1 has been reconstructed using the spatial
extent and elevation of contemporary preserved
floor levels in the area of Rooms 1 and 4. In Room 1.
the area directly in front (southeast) of the stair had
a hard-packed floor. To the east, this floor stopped
along a line situated where we have reconstructed
the western face of the room's northeast wall.
Likewise, the floor of Room 4 stopped along a line
equivalent to the eastern face of the reconstructed
wall. As can be seen in the north section of R26
(Figure 17), the difference in floor levels between
Rooms 1 and 4 was at least 50 cm. At some point
during the building's use, the west wall of Rooms I
and 2 was cut down and a new stone wall was built
on top of it (Figure 17). Before the new stone wall
was constructed, the earlier wall stub was cut by Pit
3. The excavators did not find a new floor level asso
ciated with the upper construction phase in Room 1.
The only small find from this area, either from Room
1 or 4, was a frit bead (Figure 16:5).

Room 2 (3.96 x 3.78 m) had a clean brown
mud floor, which lay 70 cm below the modern sur
face. Small finds were limited to a bluish-white
glazed terracotta bead with incised herringbone dec
oration (Figure 16:6). This bead is almost certainly
extrusive from Hasanlu Period IVB.A nearly identical
bead was found in situ in Burned Building III Room

12 (HAS 62-548).
Room 3 (3.80 m north to south) contained

an oven (diameter 60 cm) sunk into the floor. The
floor lay 60 ern below the mound's surface. The
south wall of Rooms 2 and .3 probably matched the

angle of the building's north wall.
Room 4 (..f.00 m north to south) contained a

stone feature, possibly a bin, in the north'....est corner

of the excavated area.
The tloors of Building IV sealed a deep pit

(Pit 1. Strata 3b-.3d) that cut down to Hasanlu
Period IV levels (Figure 1-). The pit is dateable to
Hasanlu I based on the presence of lajvardinah
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ware (Color Plate D:6) and glass with enamel deco
ration in red and blue (Figure 16:7) found at the
pit's bottom-a decorative technique common to
this period. Glass painted in copper luster (Figure

16:8) and a cylindrical frit bead (Figure 16:9) were
also found in the pit. Overall the pit matrix was sim
ilar to the surrounding soil, but the excavators easi

ly distinguished the cut since the fill contained
numerous white flecks, especially near the bottom.
The building's Phase 1 west wall and floor also
sealed a small Period I pit (pit 2) containing a sherd
of lajvardinah ware (Figure 15). Another pit below

the building, Pit 4, contained a sherd of Sultanabad
ware (Color Plate E:2).

THE FORTIFICATION WALL

The best evidence for the design and con
struction of the Ilkhanid fortification wall was dis
covered in this excavation area. As indicated by the
northwest wall of Building III, segments of taufwall
were likely used to enclose the Period I settlement,
which would have been easier and cheaper to pro
duce than a wall built completely of mudbrick or
baked mudbrick. Moreover, such a circumvallation
would have deteriorated faster than mudbrick walls
after the abandonment of the settlement and would
have been more difficult for the excavators to find

when poorly preserved, which would explain the
missing northwest wall of Building III.

Evidence favoring the existence of a settle

ment wall largely built of tauf segments includes:

(1) The Building IV wall follows the surface soil dis

coloration and the line of the fortification wall on

Stein's sketch map,
(2)The wall's construction technique, size, and align

ment are different from the rest of Building IV's

walls,
<.3) The wall is the same thickness as other putative

segments of the Period I circumvallation-Le., the
tauf south wall of Building I Room 8 and the south

stone footing of Phase 1 of Building II.

However, the potential fortification wall found in the
{)per.ltion IX trench does not fit this pattern, being

much wider and constructed of square mudbricks

(see Figure 5, Grid BB28). Moreover, a wall (Wall B)

found in Operation VIIJ-K below the surface soil dis
coloration is narrower and built of mudbrick (Figure

20, see below), but, it probably formed part of a
domestic structure that sat astride the fortification
wall similar to Building I.

PERIOD I CERAMICS FROM BUILDING IIIA..'ID

THE SURROUNDING AREA (FIGl"RE 18, COLOR
PlATES A-C)

Red ware forms from Building III include a
bottleneck or spout with an incised groove below
the rim, probably for attaching a string for securing a
stopper (Figure 18:1) and two comb-incised jugs
(Figure 18:2,3). Such jugs were quite common in red
ware on the High Mound. Figure r:3 and -} show
two other types. Buff ware ceramics include incised
registers of cross-hatching filled with impressed
rows of circles (Figure 18:4), impressed decoration
on the neck of a pitcher (Figure 18:5), and an incised
knob-ended spout or the handle to a lid (Figure
18:6). Two examples that do not fit the unglazed
ware categories are a tan sherd painted in dark
brown (Figure 18:7) and a dark red and black cook
ing pot with impressed decoration (Figure 18:8).
Cooking pots were probably fairly common in the
Hasanlu I assemblage but were unlikely to have been
saved during the excavations. This example is fairly
typical of medieval cooking pot forms (Redford
1998:fig. 3.12:D). The excavators also noted the pres
ence of jug sherds with wavy-line combed incising
(not collected).

Monochrome green-glazed ware is restrict
ed to a large flaring-sided bowl with a heavy glaze at
the rim, giving it a much darker appearance (Color
Plate A:6). The glaze and white slip were haphazard
ly applied to the upper portion of the vessel's exteri

or.
The excavators found several sherds of over

glaze painted ware in this area. Two rims from small
Iajvardinah jars, possibly from the same vessel. an:
decorated with gild lozenges outlined in red and

white enamels (Color Plate B:1. 2). TIlt' overglaze
white paint has worn off the sherd shown III Color

Plate B:1. A flat base has an unglazed exterior and
bears a flower-petal design in reserve blue glaze. red



FIGURE 16. HASANLU I: SMALL FINDSFROM BUILDING IV ANDSURROUNDING AREA

Fig. Disposition Field No. Material Artifact Type Dimensions Grid Location
No. and Description

1 UPM 63-5-2073 HAS 62-608 Alabaster Translucent bowl d. 16 em R25 Str.2
fragment

2 Discarded HAS 62-609 Glass Purple iridescent d. 1.0 em, tho0.9 em R25 Str.2
bead

3 TM HAS 62-671 Bone Arrowhead 7.9 em, shaft d. OA em S25 Str.2
'-1- UPM 63-5-2 HAS 62-670 Stone Gray tankard d. 13 em, h. 12.5 em S25 Str.2
5 Discarded HAS 62-623 Frit Bead d. 1.5 em, 1. 1.8 em R26 Str. 1/2
6 UPM 63-5-293 HAS 62-607 Terraeotta Blue-glazed bead d. 1.3 em, 1. 5.1 em Q26 Str. I
7 UPM 63-5-2075 HAS S62-99 Glass Blue and red tho0.25 em Q26 Dump

painted sherd
8 UPM 63-5-2050 Glass Luster-painted tho0.25 em T23 Rm. 2, Str. 2

glass rim sherd
9 UPM 63-5-2076 HAS S62-98 Frit Brown bead d. 1.25 em, 1. 3.5 em R26 Pit 1, Str. 3
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paint, and gild on its interior (Color Plate B:3). Two
plates or shallow bowls are decorated on their exte
rior in white-painted vertical lines (Color Plate B:4,
5). One from Building IV has a diamond-shaped
medallion filled with an imbricate painted in red out
line filled with gilding (Color Plate B:4). The other
has what are likely a pair of water fowl amid vegeta
tion executed in red paint and gilt fill surrounded by
eroded white scrolls and dots (Color Plate B:5).*

The larger part of a lajvardinah jar came
from Building III Room 8 (Color Plate C:1; Plate P).
This is the best-preserved Iajvardinah vessel from
Hasanlu and provides fairly complete examples of
the design motifs shown on other smaller fragments
from the site. This case shows a repeating pattern
with large circular medallions filled with imbricates
and flanked by leafy branches. Two bands of hori
zontal lines and repeating lozenges, crescents, and
dots frame this design. The interior is decorated with
at least two more rows of lozenges, crescents, and
dots, one on the interior of the rim and the other
deep inside the vessel's interior, where it was surely
difficult to paint (as the crooked line of the motif
confirms). The exterior design is fairly typical of
lajvardinah vessels (cf. Pinder-Wilson 1969:43, no.
140). The gilt lines outlined in red paint underscor
ing the lozenge band below the rim exterior, above
the lowest lozenge band on the body and surround
ing the medallion, have direct parallels on Iranian
metalwork of the 13th and early 14th centuries (see
for example Rossabi 2002: 18, fig. 12; Melville
2002:47, fig. 44) and as a framing device in manu
scripts (Melville 2002:220, fig. 269). Another glazed
ware attested in this area was a body sherd painted
in black under a clear blue glaze (Color Plate C:2).
This "horseshoe and dot" motif also occurs on luster
ware from the site (Color Plate F:2).

PERIOD I CERAMICS FROM BUILDING IV AND
THE SURROUNDINGAREA (FIGURE 19; COLOR

PLATES D, E)

From Building IV and its surrounding area
the excavators collected red ware jars with bands of

comb-incised decoration (Figure 19: 1, 2) t and a high
necked jar with five incised lines on its neck (Figure
19:3). Incised designs on closed vessels with handles
also include an abstract vine motif (Figure 19:4).
Open forms include a large vat with ledged rim
(Figure 19:5) and a small bowl with flat base and
rounded rim (Figure 19:6). Few large vessels, such as
vats, storage jars, and bowls, appear to have been
saved by the excavators and may have occurred in
higher frequency than reflected by the recorded
assemblage. Larger forms were produced almost
exclusively in red ware, such as a large bowl and jar
with incised design collected from the site's surface
(Figure 27:1,2). A flat base probably comes from a
pitcher or jug (Figure 19:7).

Buff ware examples include a jar or pitcher
rim with the remains of a strainer just below the rim
(Figure 19:8) and a comb-incised pitcher or ewer
(Figure 19:9).

Monochrome green-glazed ware examples
include a bowl decorated in the sgraffiato technique
over a white slip (Color Plate D:1) and another with
the green glaze applied over a white-slipped interior
(Color Plate D:2). The glaze appears much darker on
the unslipped exterior portions. The excavators also
found a button base in this ware (Color Plate D:3).
The bowl shown in Color Plate D:1 with simple
sgraffiato under colored glaze is nearly identical to
an example from Haraba-Gilan (Aslanov, Ibragimov,
and Kaska] 1997:420, pI. 10, lower left) and is similar
in glaze color, paste, and incised designs to an exam
ple of "Iranian Sgraffiato"in the Tareq Rajab Museum
attributed to 12th century Iran (Pehervari 2000:84,
no. 84). Fehervari dates this ware to the 12th and
13th centuries and a brief period after the Mongol
invasion (Pehervari 2000:85). Similar monochrome
green-glazed ware has also been found in the excava
tions at Takht-i Sulaiman, so-called Garms Ware (see
esp. Naumann and Naumann 1976; Schnyder 1972),
and in neighboring regions (Allan 1974). The con
sensus on the dating of this ware, and closely related
slip-carved types, is they belong to the 11th to late
13th centuries (contra Grube 1976:110, n. 1). Based
on sealed deposits from Hasanlu Period I, we can
state that such green-glazed sgraffiato ceramics

• For a similar design element in lajvardinah ware see Pope (l938:V:pl. 751B).
t This technique was also used in Period VI, the first half of the 2nd millennium Be, a fact that led to much misidentification of

surface material until it was documented by excavation.
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FIGURE 18. HASANLU I: CERAMICS FROM BUILDING IIIAND SURROUNDING AREA

Fig. No. Disposition Field No. Grid Location
1 UPM 63-5-2053 S24 Str.2
2 UPM 63-5-2054 T23 Str.2/3
3 Discarded HAS 62-823 T23 Rm. 1, Str. 2
4 UPM 63-5-2050 T23 Rm. 2, Str. 2
5 UPM 63-5-2068 U23 Str.3
6 UPM 63-5-2052 S24 Str.l
7 UPM 63-5-2061 T23 Rm. 2, Str. 2
8 UPM 63-5-2055 T23 Str. 1
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Figure 18. Hasanlu I: Ceramics from Building III and surrounding area .



FIGURE 19. HASANLU I: CERAMICS FROM BUILDING IV AND SURROUNDING AREA

Fig. No. Disposition Field No. Grid Location
1 UPM 63-5-2071 Q26 Str. 1
2 UPM 63-5-2066 S25 Str.2
3 UPM 63-5-2069 R26 Str.2
4 UPM 63-5-2065 R26 Str.2
5 UPM 63-5-2056 Q26 Str.2
6 UPM 63-5-2072 R26 Str.2
7 UPM 63-5-2070 S25
8 UPM 63-5-2063 S25 Str.2
9 UPM 63-5-2067 R26 Str.2
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THE ILKHANID HEARTLAND: HASANLU TEPE (IRAN) PERIOD I

were contemporary to overglaze painted lajvardinah
ware, and their date range should therefore be
extended to include at least the early Ilkhanid Period
(cf. McNicoll 1983:64).

Overglaze painted ware was found in Pit 1,
sealed by Building IV (see above), including a bottle
neck (Color Plate D:6) with deteriorated overglaze
painting of bands of lozenges and a body sherd dec
orated with the standard vegetal motif used to flank
medallions (Color Plate D:7). Lajvardinah ware was
also found on the floors of Building IV (Color Plate
D:4, 5). In Grid S25, the excavators recovered two
Iajvardinah sherds in the upper strata with a circular
medallion filled with an imbricate in gilt outlined in
red paint (Color Plate D:8, 9). Gilt lozenges outlined
in red and a band of white crescents and dots sur
round the medallion.

The excavators recovered other types of
fine glazed wares in this area. One small luster
ware sherd of copper color comes from the S25
surface (Color Plate E:1). Another luster ware
sherd of identical color scheme and fabric was
found on the surface of the mound (Color Plate
F:2). This bowl form with "hammered" or over
hanging rim is decorated on the exterior with a
stylized Kufic inscription and a row of "horseshoes
and dots/circles" on the rim. It is of the so-called
Kashan style and has been dated to the earlier
13th century (cf. Watson 1985: 108-109, fig. 87).
The discovery of these luster ware sherds with
other fine wares attributable to the Ilkhanid peri
od lends support to Grube's assertion (1976:261)
that such luster wares likely survived into the mid
dle of the 14th century. A single sherd with stone
paste fabric and interior underglaze painting in

black, blue, green, and gray on an opaque white
ground, so-called Sultanabad ware (Grube
1976:261-268), comes from R26 Pit 4 (Color Plate
E:2). The exterior surface was too deteriorated
for any assessment. A bowl with a nearly identical
interior design resides in the Kestner Museum,
Hanover (Weiers 1989:pl. 44). The reconstructed
design of the Hasanlu bowl sherd is typical of so
called Sultanabad ware and is quite similar to the
repertoire of painted designs on Iajvardinah ware.
This similarity led Ettinghausen to date
lajvardinah ware to the same period as Sultanabad
ware and to postulate that it was manufactured at
the same production centers (Ettinghausen
1936:10 ff.).

One fragmentary bowl with stone paste fabric
and a hammered rim was painted in black under clear
blue glaze (Color Plate E:3). Sherds from this vessel
were found in Grid R26 Pit 1 and on the Period 1 sur
face of Grid S25. The exterior was decorated in a reg
ister of birds separated by abstract vegetal motifs. The
rim bears a row of fish, a motif on vessels often attrib
uted to the 12th and 13th centuries of the Kashan style
on similar underglaze painted wares (Lane
1953:45-46, figs.86 and 91; Grube 1976:189, no. 136).
The interior has panels of vegetation alternating with
fields of parallel rows of horizontal zigzags. An almost
identical example in the Teheran Museum comes from
Takht-i Sulaiman and purportedly dates to the 14th
century AD (Kiani 1978:63, no. 115). This style is usu
ally referred to as the "International" or "Panel" style; it
is typical of underglaze painted ware of the 14th
Century (Mason, Bailey,and Golombek 1996:111) and
is related to Sultanabad ware (Lane 1957:10-13;
Soustiel 1985:198-99).
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THE NORTHERN STRATIGRAPHIC TRENCH

OPERATIONS I AND VII (FIGURES 20-22)
GRIDS N28-T28

In an effort to section the upper levels of

the entire High Mound, a long, north-south strati

graphic trench was laid out bisecting the mound's

central depression. This trench, comprised of

Operations I, II, and VII on the north end of the High

Mound and Operations IX and XIV on the south, was

excavated between 1956 and 1958 (Figure 4).

Operation VII was divided into four long segments

labeled, from north to south, B-F, G-H,J-K, and L-M

and separated by balks. Segments J-K (1.7 x 25.6 m)

and L-M (1.7 x 13.6 m) revealed architectural

remains that probably date to Hasanlu Period I. Two

stone-paved stairways in Operation I (9.0 x 7.0 m)

likely date to Period I. Few finds were recorded from

these operations.

In Operation VII J-K, excavation revealed a

short segment of a wall (Wall B) in the area of the

putative Period I fortification as mapped using the

surface soil discoloration (Figures 21 and 22, Strata 2,

5, and 5). Moreover, Wall B corresponds closely, that

is within a few meters, to the point at which the

inner circumvallation in Stein's 1956 sketch map

would intersect the trench. Wall B (width 80 cm)

was founded on Stratum 4, a hard layer of burned

bricky material, and sealed by Stratum 2 (loose pow

dery wash) (Figure 21). Surfaces 1 and 2. separated

hy a layer of hard brick..y fill (Stratum 5), were associ

atcd with this wall. The continuation of these sur

faces to the south in Grid Q2H was not recorded, and

thus their exact extent remains indefinite. The pres

ence of two building phases is similar to the con

struction histories of Period I Buildings I-Y. A circu

lar oven was set on Surface 2 and is similar to other

above-ground Period I ovens in terms of size (diame

ter 60 ern) and construction.

North of Wall B the excavators found evi

dence for a shallow ditch (depth 90 ern), possibly a

defensive feature. This cut was filled with a pebbly

matrix (Stratum 5), which was in turn partially cov

ered by a layer of stones. Subsequent to the construc

tion of Wall B a sloping fill of unspecified composi

tion accumulated against its north face and atop the

layer of stones.

Strata 1-3 and the associated architecture

likely date to Period I based on the total depth of the

Strata 1-3 deposit below the mound's surface, Wall

B's orientation, size, and alignment with the surface

soil discoloration; and, the oven's similarity to others

found in secure Period I contexts.

The only diagnostic sherd recorded for

Operation VII ]-K, a rim sherd from a Classic Triangle

Ware bowl found in Stratum 3 (illustrated in Dyson

1999:fig. 1:g), dates to Period IlIA (400...280 BC) and

may be in a secondary context. During the cxcav.i

tions. Dyson recorded the following observations on

Operation VII, "This trench cut through the final

occupation of the mound, a mediaeval Islamic fortifi

cation [Wall B) linked with the t,....o stone stairways

reported previously. The Islamic stratum is about

sixty centimeters deep [in the south end of the

trench) and yields lime-encrusted shcrds of heavy.

plain-ware [i.e .. red ware and huff ware) water jugs
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THE NORTHERN STRATIGRAPHICTRE"CH 45

with flat bases and almost vertical sides" (l958b:32).
Islamic ceramics with gray-buff cores, rope designs,
and flat bases are also mentioned as having been
found in this area.

Two stone footings in Operation VII L-M,
Walls A and A2, probably date to Period I. Wall A was
founded on a layer of hard bricky fill (Stratum 4),
which was cut away to the north and south of the
wall (Figure 22). Stratum 4 is almost certainly equiv
alent to Stratum 3 of Operation VII ]-K, and so Wall A
would be contemporary to the oven attributed to
Period I there and the latter use-phase of Wall B. Wall
A2, which abuts and runs parallel to WallA, postdates
the cutting of Stratum 4 on the north side of Wall A,
and is therefore slightly later. Like the Period I archi
tecture in Operation VII ]-K, Walls A and A2, and the
mudbrick collapse ofWall A (Stratum 3), were sealed
by a layer of loose, powdery wash (Stratum 2). The
fact that Walls A and A2 ran parallel to Wall B in
Operation VII]-K lends additional support for dating
them to Period I. No Period I finds were recorded for
this trench.

A narrow balk separated Operation VII L-M
from the north end of Operation I (Figure 20). The
only Period I diagnostic materials in Operation I
were unstratified sherds near the surface that were
not recorded. Two phases of a stone-paved stairway
were found in this area, an initial construction and a
later rebuilding. The stairways are difficult to date
with certainty since their stratigraphic relationship

to architecture in adjacent Operation \ 11 L-~l is

unclear due to the cutting of Operation VII Stratum
4 in Period I (Figure 22) and the existence of a balk
between Operations I and VII L-M that was only par
tially removed during excavation (Figure 20). The
fact that there were two construction phases of the
same architectural feature hints at a Period I date for
the stairways, which in previous reports have been
attributed to both Periods I and IIIB (Dyson
1956:284; 1957:38). The stone footings of Operation
I WallA, preserved one course high and 1.37 m wide,
were contemporary to the final phase of the stairs.

The architectural remains from Operation
VII]-K likely represent the remains of another Period
I house located along, or forming part of, the Ilkhanid
circumvallation. Walls A and A2 in Operation VII L-~l

are more puzzling. The thickness of Wall A suggests
that something other than a residential structure
existed at the center of the High Mound near the
central depression. This wall was either widened at
a later date or was abutted by another later building
(WallA2). Given the limited exposure, any interpreta
tion is highly conjectural, but these walls may have
formed part of a structure associated with the stone
paved stairways and the wall footing found in
Operation I. The presence of a large, important struc
ture in this area would follow the Mongol custom in
city planning of locating important buildings "at the
city center or the center of its northern area, facing
south" (Masuya 1997:212).
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Glazed ceramicsf rom Building I.
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D Plain Surface
a 5cm
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Glazed ceramics from Building III and surrounding area.

Fig. No. Disposition Field No. Op. Grid Location
1 UPM 61-5-919 XXXV CC29 Str.2 / 3
2 UPM 61-5-921 XXXVI CC2 8 Rm. 3, Str. 1

3 UPM 61-5-921 XXXVI CC28 Rm . 3, Str. 1

4 UPM 61-5-921 XXXVI CC28 Rm . 3, Str. 1

5 UPM 61-5-922 XXXVI CC28 Str.l

6 UPM 63-5-2058 1 23 Str.2

ColorPlate A. Hasanlu I:Glazed ceramics from Buiidings I and III.
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Fig. No. Disposition Field No. Grid Location
1 UPM 63-5-2051 HAS 62-1142 U22 Area 2, Str. 2
2 UPM 63-5-2043 U22 Area 2, Str. 2
3 UPM 63-5-113c HAS 62-10 T23 Rm. 8, Str. 2
4 UPM 63-5-2046 HAS 62-1141 U24 Area 2, Str. 3
5 UPM 63-5-113b HAS 62-10 T23 Rm.5, Str. 3

Color Plate B. H asanlu I: Glazed ceramics from Building III and surrounding area.
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Color PlateC. Hasanlu I: Glazed ceramics from Building III and surrounding area .
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Fig. No. Disposition Field No . Grid Location

1 UPM 63-5-205 7 R26 sez
2 UPM 63-5-2059 R26 se.s
3 UPM 63-5-2064 R26 se.z
4 UPM 63-5-2045 R26 8tr.2
5 UPM 63-5-2044 R26 se.z
6 UPM 63-5-2039 R26 8tr.3c
7 UPM 63-5-2041 R26 se.z
8 UPM 63-5-2042 825 se.z
9 UPM 63-5-2042 825 8tr.2

ColorPlate D. Hasanlu I: Glazed ceramics from Building IV and surrounding area.
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ColorPlate E. Hasanlu I: Glazed ceramics from Building IV and surrounding area.
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Field No.

HAS 62-10
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V
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Color Plate F. Hasanlu I: Glazed ceramics from various contexts at Hasanlu Tepe.
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ColorPlate G. Takht-i Sulaiman: Glazed and incised ware (called variously
Germs Ware,Ghabri Ware, Aghkand Ware, and Amul Ware) from the

1956 Reconnaissance.
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Takhi-i Sulaiman: Various glazed wares and tilefragments from the
1956 Reconnaissance. See text p. #.
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Dinkha Tepe: Various glazed waresfrom the 1966 excavations. See text p. #.

Fig. No. Disposition Field No. Op. Grid Location
1-5 UPM 56-20-17 Surface
6-9 UPM 66-23-677 Surface
10 UPM 66-23-677 Blab Str.l
11 UPM 66-23-677 Surface

Color PlateH. Takht-i Sulaiman and Dinkha Tepe: Various glazed wares.
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Building V

\
\

/
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/

I R32 R33 R34

• S33 S34

N

L
/
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/

/

a 123M- -
D Surface soil discoloration probably due to decayed Period I mudbrick architecture

Most intense area of surface soil disco loration
_ ___ As excavated

Figure 23. Hasanlu I: Plan of BuildingY, northeastern High Mound, excavated in 1959.
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THE NORTHEAST HIGH MOUND

BUILDING V (FIGURES 23-26)

OPERATION L
GRIDS R32-34, S33-34

The expedition uncovered a small portion

of a structure, Building V, in Operation L, a 1959 test

excavation located over the High Mound's northeast

prominence and the surface soil discoloration

(Figure 23). Stone footings were visible on the sur

face in this area at the time of excavation. The exca

vations revealed the stone footings of two phases of

a single room. The earlier phase was oriented north

east to southwest and the later one more north to

south. The later phase contained an oven (diameter

75 em) sunk into the ground and a hearth (the

hearth was not mapped). A large scatter of Period I

small finds and ceramics was found at the western

end of the eastern excavation area (Figures 24-26).

This deposit may represent a midden associated with

the nearby architecture. If associated with Building V,

these objects suggest the area was a domestic space

where weaving and food preparation took place.

The objects include a fragmentary iron buckle, possi

bly from a belt or strap, and three fragmentary

bracelets (Figure 24: 1-4). A cosmetic container, or

possibly a small bone handle, is incised with concen

tric circles and is similar to those of Period IVB (9th

century BC) where such containers are fairly com

mon in primary contexts (Figure 2--1:5). Two pierced

cylindrical stones are yellowish in color (Figure 24:6

7; Plate Q). Local villagers informed the excavators

that such amulets were traditionally worn by chil

drcn to ward off illness. A group of three nat bone

tools (Figure 2-1:8-10; Plate Q) showed signs of much

wear on their pointed ends ;U1d were probably a set

of weaving battens, probably a weaving sword, and

two shorter pin beaters (Broudy 19-9). Other cvi

dence for textile manufacture is a terracotta loom

weight and two spindle whorls (Figure 2--1:11-13:

Plate Q). A sherd disc and two rubbing or grinding

stones are typical of domestic deposits from most

time periods in the Near East (Figure 2-.1:14-16).

With regard to Stein's 1936 sketch map,

Building V was aligned to the fortification wall.

Operation L layover, or quite close to, the northeast

corner of the inner circumvaUation, but the l:XCIVa

tors found no sign of the fortification wall or of

small, circular bastions or towns unless Building V

itself was a square tower at the north end of Stein's

entryway.

PERlOD I CERA,\tICS FRO,\\ BUILDING V AND

THE SURROUNDI"l(; AREA (FIGURES 2';-26)

The majority of ceramics from this area

were of red or buff ware. The red wan: forms

include pitchers (Figure 2'>:L .2), a small jar (Figure

2'>:3), a large jar (Figure 2'>:4), a canteen with pierced

lug (Figure 2'>:5), and a large nat basco probably from

a pitcher (Figure 25:6). Buff ware forms arc particu

larly coarse with the exception of a small bowl

(Figure 2():1). Two coarse saucer lamps. a lantern

(plate R), and a pot stand or pinch pot (Plate Q)

round out the assemblage (Figure .2() 2-'». The onl~

other Period I lamp, also in buff ware, was found on

the southern High vtound and was spouted (Figure

T:'» A single glazed jar sherd was found with dete

riorated green and vcllow glue (Figure 26:()) The

absence of finer glazed wares from thi-. area i' note

worthy.



FIGURE 24. HASANLU I: SMALL FINDSFROM BUILDING V ANDSURROUNDING AREA

Fig. Disposition Field No. Material Artifact Type Dimensions Op. Grid Location

No. and
Description

Discarded HAS 59-332 Iron Buekle 1.6.5 em, w. 1.5 L R32-34, Str.2
em, tho0.8 em S33-34

2 TM HAS 59-334a Glass Yellow-olive d. 0.5 em, 1.4.5 L R32-34, Str.2

bracelet em S33-34

3 Discarded HAS 59-334b Cu/Bronze Bracelet d. 0.3 em, 1.2.2 L R32-34, Str.2
em S33-34

4 Discarded HAS 59-334c Iron Bracelet d. 0.9 em, 1.6.5 L R32-34, Str.2
em S33-34

UPM 60-20-18 HAS 59-337 Bone Incised handle 1.6.5 em, w. 2.1 L R32-34, Str.2
em,th.1.0em S33-34

6 UPM 60-20-47 HAS 59-336a Stone Yellow amulet 1.5.0 em, W. 2.1 L R32-34, Str.2
em, tho 1.0 em S33-34

7 TM HAS 59-336b Stone Yellow amulet 1.3.2 em, W. 2.5 L R32-34, Str.2
em S33-34

8 UPM 60-20-306 HAS 59-333a Bone 'W'eaving 1.8.5 em, W. 1.9 L R32-34, Str.2
implement em, tho0.2 em S33-34

9 TM HAS 59-333b Bone Weaving 1.10.3 em, W. 2.2 L R32-34, St1".2
implement em, tho0.2 em S33-34

10 Discarded HAS 59-333e Bone Weaving 1.34 em, W. 2.6 L R32-34, Str.2
implement em, tho0.2 em S33-34

11 Discarded HAS 59-329 Terraeotta Loom weight 1.3.4 em, W. 3.3 L R32-34, Str.2
em, tho 3.0 em S33-34

12 TM HAS 59-338 Terraeotta Spindle whorl 1.4.3 em, W. 3.1 L R32-34, Str.2
em, tho 4.5, hole S33-34
d. 0.5 em

13 UPM 60-20-302 HAS 59-340 Bone Boss d. 3.0 em, tho1.1 L R32-34, Area 1
em S33-34

14 Discarded HAS 59-335 Terraeotta Disc d. 2.5 em, tho0.6 L R32-34, Str.2
em S33-34

15 Discarded HAS 59-339 Stone Rubbing stone 1.5.6 em, W. 3.5 L R32-34, Str.2
em, tho3.5 em S33-34

16 Discarded HAS 59-328 Basalt Grinder 1.10 em, W. 8.9 L R32-34, Str.2
em, tho 4.5 em S33-34
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FIGURE 25. HASANLU I: RED WARE CERAMICS FROM BUILDING V AND SURROUNDING AREA

Fig. No. Disposition Field Op. Grid Location
No.

1 UPM 60-20-340 L R32-34, S33-34 Str.2
2 UPM 60-20-332 L R32-34, S33-34 Str.2
3 UPM 60-20-333 L R32-34, S33-34 Str.2
4 UPM 60-20-339 L R32-34, S33-34 Str.2
5 UPM 60-20-336 L R32-34, S33-34 Str.2
6 Discarded L R32-34, S33-34 Str.2
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FIGURE26. HAsANLu I: CERAMICS FROM BUILDINGV AND SURROUNDING AREA

Fig.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Disposition
TM 10913
Discarded
Discarded
Discarded
Discarded
UPM 60-20-330

Field No.
HAS 59-341
HAS 59-326
HAS 59-327
HAS 59-331
HAS 59-330

Op.
L
L
L
L
L
L

Grid
R32-34, S33-34
R32-34, S33-34
R32-34, S33-34
R32-34, S33-34
R32-34, S33-34
R32-34, S33-34

Location
Area 1, Str, 1a
Str.2
Str.2
Su.2
Str.2
Str.2
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Figure 26. Hasanlu I: Ceramics from Building V and surrounding area .



FIGURE 27. HAsANLU I: CERAMICS FROM VARIOUS CONTEXTS

Fig. No. Disposition Field No. Op. Grid Location

UPM 93-1-149 Surf

2 UPM 61-5-927 XIl11 Y28 Str.2-3

3 UPM 93-4-144 IXF-G

4 UPM 60-20-337 XIX BB26

5 UPM 59-4-2111 HAS 58-112 IXR-L

6 UPM 61-5-928 XI111 Y28 Str.2

7 UPM 60-20-328 XVI11 BB27 Str.I-2
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REGIONAL RECONNAISSANCE, SURVEYS,

AND EXCAVATIONS

I
n 1956, Dyson collected ceramic diagnostics
roughly contemporary to Hasanlu Period I during
a reconnaissance of archaeological sites conduct

ed in northern and western Iran. By far the most
important site of this period was Takht-i Sulaiman,
probably the Parthian Praaspa, capital of Media
Atropatene (Wilber 1938; Cassius Dio XLIX, 25-28)
the famous Sasanian sanctuary offis (Arabic Sbiz) of
Adur Gushnasp, Sugbiiriiiq or Saturiq to the
Mongols (Crane 1937; Boyle 1968:367).- The
German Archaeological Institute worked at the site
from 1959 to 1978 under the direction of Rudolf
Naumann. Most of the llkhanid architecture exposed
at the site was monumental in character, and so
offers limited assistance in the interpretation of the
relatively modest remains from Hasanlu. The division
of space seen in Hasanlu Buildings I and III is analo
gous to the four aiuiin structures with cruciform
central spaces typical of both monumental and ver
nacular architecture at Takht-i Sulaiman (Masuya
1997:116-56). Like Hasanlu Building I, the central
court of some of these structures lay at a lower level
than the surrounding rooms, such as the Cruciform
Room and the Residential Complex of Area T8
(Masuya 1997: 144-45, 147-48). Ovens used in the res
idential areas of the Takbt appear to be identical to
those of Hasanlu I, for example those in .' ie so-called
Farm Complex Rooms 11 and 12 and the ovens in
Area XA-XF (Masuya 1997:142-43.147-48).

The final publication of the ceramics from
the Takbt is pending (d. Allan 1974: 16), but some
material has been published in preliminary reports,

short articles (Schnyder 1972,1974), and exhibit cat
alogs (Naumann and Naumann 1976; Komaroff and
Carboni 2002). The main phases of occupation date
to the Achaemenid, Parthian, Sasanian, Saljiiq, and
Ilkhanid periods. During the Ilkhanid period, the
Takbt was the site of an ornately decorated summer
residence of the II-Khan Abaqa (r. 1265-1281 AD)
constructed after 1270 atop the remains of the
Sasanian fire temple. Abaqa dwelt there only three
summers. Later, Oljeitu (r. 1303-16) made his summer
residence at Sultaniyeh (Naumann 1974: 198-99; Blair
1986a; Kleiss 1997), founded by his predecessor
Arghun (r. 1284-91).

The University of Pennsylvania Museum cur
rently has in its collections 37 diagnostic sherds from
the site (UPM 56-20-17 nos. 1-37). Nearly all of this
material may be dated to the Saljiiq and IIkhanid
occupation. The assemblage bears a striking resem
blance to Hasanlu Period I; all the major ware groups
are represented with the exception of Hasanlu I buff
ware. Red ware from Takht-i Sulairnan is virtually
identical to that from Hasanlu I in terms of paste and
temper. However, the two reconstructable forms
available from Takht-i Sulairnan have no parallels at
Hasanlu (Figure 28: 1, 2). Like Hasanlu, comb-incising
in bands and wavy-lines is attested. as is impressed
decoration (Figure 28:3. -i).

Hasanlu's monochrome green-glazed ware
has parallels with a group of ceramics commonly
referred to as "GarrusWare" (Naumann and Naumann
19""6:33.PIs. 3-f).Varieties of such sgraffiato-aeccru
ed glazed wares. typically bowl forms. have an

• Tilt' site is identified as Saturiq by l:bmdAlliil\ Mustaufi Qazvini (191';·19).
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Figure 28. Takht-i Sulairnan: Red ware ceramics from the 1956 Reconnaissance.
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extremely wide distribution in the Near East and
eastern Mediterranean, but are especially common
from the environs ofTabriz to the region south of the
Caspian Sea, where such wares are fairly well known
from archaeological surveys in the region dominated
by the Isma'Ilis (Assassins) from 1091 to the late
1250s AD (Naumann and Naumann 1976; Kleiss
1985;Willey 1963).

Scholars have coined a plethora of ware
names to distinguish the regional and temporal vari
ations of sgraffiato and champleve (excised) deco
rated wares, including Arnul Ware, Aghkand Ware,
and Garms Ware (also known as GhabriWare). These
styles of ceramics are typically made of red earthen
ware covered in a white or pinkish-buff slip. The slip
often does not extend all the way down to the base
on the exterior of vessels, or it may be painted on to
create an underglaze design. Vessels typically have
incised and/or excised decoration in a wide variety
of motifs. Glazes are clear or colored; typical colors
are green, pale yellow, golden yellow to golden
brown, and manganese purple. Glaze may be applied
in the incised and excised design to highlight it, or
incising may be used to surround glazed areas to pre
vent the glaze from running. Alternatively, the entire
vessel may be glazed. The incised and excised
designs appear much darker due to the pooling of
glaze in these areas and the removal of the underly
ing white slip. Often the glaze does not extend to the
base of the vessel on the exterior or is haphazardly
applied there. Rims and bases are often given a thick
coating of glaze. Another common decorative tech
nique involves the use of splash glazing, typically in
green and golden brown.

According to the excavators, the glazed
sgraffiato of Takht-i Sulairnan dates to the 12th to
late 13th centuries (i.e., the Saljiiq to early Mongol
Periods)-the latter part of the Zwischenzeit (10th
to mid l:3th centuries AD, Naumann and Naumann
1976:32-:3:3, nos. 80-95). Schnyder has posited that
monochrome glazed yellow and green sgraffiato is a
spatio-temporal indicator of Saljiiq expansion and
does not appear before the second half of the 11th
century (l972:19-.f-97; but see also Allan 1974:20).
The continuation of these wares into the latter 13th
and I-uh centuries has received much less attention.

In comparison with Hasanlu, a wider range
of glaze colors and design techniques was employed

atTakht-i Sulairnan. Charnpleve and incising occur in
monochrome green-glazed ware (Color Plate G:l),
but champleve is unattested at Hasanlu, and there
appears to be a reduction in the frequency of incised
vessels and the amount of incising. The small num
ber of incised designs from Hasanlu seem to be more
precise and regularized (Color Plate D:1, Color Plate
F:l). The Takht-i Sulaiman incised motifs are usually
geometric and abstract (Color Plate G:2, 7; cf.
Schnyder 1972:195); vessels are often covered with
incised bands filled with cross-hatching (Color Plate
G:3, 4; Naumann and Naumann 1976:pl. 3, nos. 80,
89). Yellow, purple, and golden brown glazes were
also used atTakht-i Sulairnan (Color Plate G:8-1l), but
are wholly absent at Hasanlu. Other techniques unat
tested at Hasanlu are the infilling of incision with
glaze such as Color Plate G:9 glazed in golden-brown
and covered in a clear overglaze on the interior and
3 mm below the rim on the exterior, the painting of
designs in white slip to produce an underglaze
design (Color Plate G:10) and the use of splash glaz
ing in multiple colors (Color Plate G:11; cf. Naumann
and Naumann 1976:pl. -.f. nos. 90. 95).

Most of the published examples of Garms
Ware from Takht-i Sulaiman are dated to the 12th to
late 13th centuries, but they are not directly linked to
late 13th century contexts. Based on an assessment of
the limited archaeological evidence from Azarbaijan,
Iran, northern Syria, and Turkey for this period, Allan
dates the floruit of these wares to the 11th and 12th
centuries (Allan 1974). The occurrence of mono
chrome green-glazed ware at Hasanlu with lajvardinah
ware in sealed contexts of short duration would seem
to expand the time range of at least one variety of
these glazed earthenwares to the late 13th and 14th
centuries AD. In other areas, this ware, produced at
local centers, comes to an end with the Mongol con
quest, but at Hasanlu it occurs with a ceramic type
closely associated with the llkhanid period in a newly
founded settlement. The Mongols spared Azarbaijan
much of the destruction they wrought on neighbor
ing areas, and the region was likely the focus of reset
tlement efforts in the llkhanid period to promote rural
economic development in the heartland of the new
empire (see below). Thus, it is perhaps not surprising
to find the survival of pre-Mongol ceramic styles there.
whereas in other areas there b a major break with pre
vious traditions.
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Other wares among the surface material
from Takht-i Sulairnan are stone paste wares covered
in cobalt blue (Color Plate H:1,3) and turquoise-blue
glazes (Color Plate H:4, 5). These pieces may have
originally been decorated with overglaze decoration
now eroded away. Color Plate H:1 is likely a fragmen
tary spout from a heavy pear-shaped bottle (also
called a sphero-conical flask).

Overglaze decoration is well known from
Takht-i Sulairnan, primarily from the tile decoration
(Naumann 1963, 1971; Naumann and Naumann
1969,1976). Only one object collected in 1956, part
of the lowest register of a frieze tile, retains traces of
overglaze decoration in the form of an inscription
executed in luster (Color Plate H:2). A complete tile
in the Los Angeles County Museum of Art
(M.73.5.222) and another in the WaltersArt Museum,
Baltimore (48.1296), are similar to this fragment.
They are attributed to the Takht based on excavated
fragments from the site made from the same mold
but glazed all in blue (Masuya 2002:97-99, figs. 107
and 109; 265-66, cat. nos. 95, 96 with references).

Although only a small fragment, the UPM
piece provides additional evidence for attributing
these and similar tile depicting scenes from the
Shahnama stories of Faridun and Bahram Gur to the
Takht, being virtually identical in terms of color
scheme, style and extant proportions. The tile frag
ment shown in Color Plate H:3 would originally have
been decorated with luster and almost certainly
formed part of the tile revetment of the West Iwan. It
is identical to a double pentagonal tile from the site
that shows two flying geese. The relief design ele
ment on the example at the UPM appears on a com
plete example of identical color (cf. Masuya 2000:92,
fig. 93, the lower of the two double pentagonal tiles,
left pentagon, upper right comer).

Underglaze painted ware was also found dur
ing the reconnaissance, albeit in small fragments.
Examples include Sultanabad Ware painted in black,
turquoise blue, and cobalt blue (similar to Naumann
and Naumann 1976:fig. 18, no. 104) and a ware with
black paint under a translucent blue glaze-identical in
fabric and color scheme to the example from Hasanlu
included here (Color Plate E:3).

On the whole, the ceramics from the later

periods of Takht-i Sulaiman provide close compar
isons to Hasanlu Period 1.Perhaps telling in terms of
chronology, many styles of glazed earthenwares com
mon to the 11th to early 13th century levels at Takht
i Sulairnan are absent at Hasanlu, but are found at
neighboring sites. While analysis of the Islamic mate
rial collected during regional surveys and excava
tions in the Hasanlu region is ongoing, glazed sgraffi
ato earthenwares from Hajji Firuz Tepe and Dinkha
Tepe closely match the Takht-i Sulaiman assemblage
(Figure l;Voigt 1983; Danti forthcoming).

Dinkha Tepe is located on the banks of the
Gadar River in the Ushnu valley approximately 30
km west of Hasanlu (Figure 2). The site was first
reported by Sir Aurel Stein (1940:367-76) after his
visit in 1936 (Figure 2) and was excavated for two
seasons by the Hasanlu Project in 1966 and 1968.
Hajji Firuz Tepe lies 2 km southeast of Hasanlu Tepe.
The site was excavated by the Hasanlu Project for
four seasons, in 1958, 1960, 1961, and 1968 (Voigt
1976,1983). A radiocarbon date from Hajji Firuz (Lab
no. P-1838, 1080±50 AD) supports a Saljiiq date for
its Islamic material (Voigt 1983:348).

Material from the surface and near-surface stra
ta of Dinkha Tepe is difficult to date with precision but
falls somewhere in the 11th to 13th centuries. The
range of variation in the monochrome glazed ware
assemblage closely resembles that of Takht-i Sulaiman,

A green-glazed hammered rim bowl decorated with
incised lozenges filled with crosshatching is typical of
Garms Ware (Color Plate H:6). Similar examples were
found at Hajji Firuz. Abstract floral designs (Color Plate
H:7) are also attested. Other glaze colors represented
are golden brown, apple green, turquoise blue, and
cobalt blue (Color Plate H:8-11).

It would appear that Hasanlu was probably not
occupied in the Saljiiq period, although a late Saljiiq to
early Ilkhanid date cannot be completely rejected. Other
sites in the immediate vicinity of Hasanlu, such as Hajji
Firuz Tepe and Dinkha Tepe, have assemblages indicat
ing Saljiiqsettlement at, or nearby, these mounds. While
these ceramic assemblages have affinities to Hasanlu,
they more closely resemble published ceramics from
Takht-i Sulaiman and other material of Saljiiqdate.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

T he excavated exposure of Hasanlu I, while
limited in terms of size, preservation, and the
unsystematic collection of ceramics, provides

a valuable glimpse of a prosperous rural settlement
at the edge of the IIkhanid heartland of northwest
ern Iran. With the exception of monumental archi
tecture, this period is poorly known archaeological
ly in the Near East. Substantive archaeological
reports have been published for a small number of
sites in Iran, including Takht-i Sulaiman (see esp.
Naumann and Naumann 1976; Naumann 1977) and
Ghubayra (Bivar 2000), and in Iraq, most notably
Harba (Rougeulle 2001), Nippur (Gibson,
Armstrong, and McMahon 1998), and Wasit (Safar
1945). In eastern Turkey, a small fortress of the
Ilkhanid period was excavated at Taskun Kale
(McNicoll 1983).

Following a hiatus of settlement at the site
lasting some 1400 years, the Hasanlu I occupation
was probably of short duration. The excavators
found evidence for one major construction phase
followed by a phase of rebuilding in all the better
preserved structures. The site appears to have been
a planned settlement with some uniformity in build
ing size and layout. There is a strong association
between the polygonal soil discoloration on the
mound's surface, the mound's highpoints, and the
distribution of Period I material. It would appear that
this surface soil discoloration is attributable to more
than just the Period I circumvallation.

The houses of the settlement were laid out
in a ring around the High Mound (Figure 29). The
intervening open areas were provided with a wall.

-63-

and in some cases the houses abutted it. On the west
side of Building I, this fortification wall appears to
have been mudbrick. In other areas. the fortification
wall was probably tauf, and structures of rnudbrick,

stone, and tauf abutted it. At angles and corners in
the wall there were circular bastions probably 3 m in
diameter (Building IV), whereas in other places
square towers were used such as Building II. poten
tially Building V, and possibly to the southwest of
Building III.

The entrance appears to have been where
Stein placed it on his sketch map. just to the south of
Operation L Building V (Figures 3 and 4; Stein
1940:379, Sketch Map 25). An alternative entrance
might have been located at the south end of the set
tlement near Building I and the tower (Building II),
perhaps even between these two structures in the
earliest phase of construction. An entry here would
accord well with the Mongol tendency to locate the
main gate in the center of the southern wall (Masuya
1997:212).

There is also evidence of what may be a
ditch outside the fortification wall west of Building
III and at the north end of Operation VII]-K. The cen
tral part of the settlement was probably a large open
space. In this area, the excavators found few strati
fied remains of Period I, except near the mound's
central depression. where substantial stone footings
and stone-paved steps were discovered.

The small finds from the site suggest that a
typical range of domestic activities occurred in and
around the houses. including food preparation. spin
ning. and weaving. Yet the ceramic assemblage. the
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size of Buildings I and III, and the fortification of the
site belie a simple agricultural village and suggest a
certain degree of affluence for some of the settle
ment's occupants and possibly a modest strategic sig

nificance for the location.
The closest parallels for the layout of the set

tlement are the hill forts at Taskun Kale (ca. 1300-50
AD) in eastern Turkey and the earlier phases of
Gritille (early 11th to mid 12th centuries) in south
eastern Thrkey (McNicoll 1983; Redford 1998). Like
Hasanlu, both sites had a polygonal fortification wall
with bastions and towers enclosing a roughly oval
space (McNicoll 1983:7-12, fig. 4; Redford 1998:68
76; fig. 2.18). Buildings were built against and per
pendicular to the interior face of the fortification
wall. These structures were entered from a large
open space at the center of the settlement.

The fortress or police post at 'Iaskun Kale,
situated atop a tepe standing 7-8 m above the sur
rounding area, was the central focus of a larger
Christian village covering at least 10 ha (McNicoll
1983:190). The fortress could house a garrison of 40
60 soldiers, who were probably responsible for polic
ing the immediate region for the Ilkhanids. The gar
rison was probably not Christian.

The kale commanded the surrounding
Murat valley and the important Asvan/Harput road
(McNicoll 1983:3). The fort is dated to the I1khanid
period largely on the basis of the coins found at the
site (McNicoll 1983:17-19). Its oval-shaped walls
enclosed an area of approximately 40 x 30 m. At
least five, and perhaps as many as eight, small rectan
gular towers (3.30 x 4.20 m) projected out from this
wall at 10 m intervals. The curtain wall varied from
.95 to 1.0 m wide, averaging 1.20 to 1.35 m. Spoke
walls running perpendicular to the curtain wall
divided the interior space into groups of garrison
rooms, which were entered from a central open
courtyard. The ceramics from the site are quite dif
ferent from the Hasanlu I assemblage, with the
exception of the ubiquitous green-glazed sgraffiato
ware with abstract designs incised through a white
slip (McNicoll 1983:60). Unlike Hasanlu, there was
an absence of domestic debris from inside the kale.

The initial fortifications at Gritille (phases 2
and 3) are linked to the Byzantine and Crusader peri
ods (Redford 1998:270). Gritille lay in the hinterland
of Samsat, and the hill fort probably served as one

node in a defensive network in Samsat's hinterland.

The fortification walls enclosed an area of at least
100 x 50 m. Like Taskun Kale, the interior of the fort

was divided by spoke walls that formed the bound

aries for interior structures. The curtain wall, origi
nally ca. 2.0 m wide, was reinforced with rectangular
towers measuring 5.0 m wide and projecting 3.0 m

out from the face of the wall.
As evidenced by Gritille, Taskun Kale, and

Hasanlu, there is a long history in the Medieval peri
od in the Near East of locating small fortresses of sim
ilar design in advantageous positions in the country
side. Key considerations for their location appear to
have been the lines of sight achieved from these high
points for surveillance and their efficacy for control
ling important roads, river crossings, water sources,
and important agricultural and pastoral catchments
in the hinterland of larger centers.

It is also possible, although less likely, that
Hasanlu I functioned as a ribar, a "small castellum or
military guard post on the highway or frontier where
cavalry attached (rabatay their horses, but it devel
oped a second meaning as post house, relay station,
or caravanserai" (Blair 1986b:88, n.48). Some ribet,
served as rural caravanserais, providing lodging and
furnished with servants (Blair 1986b:88-89, n.48).
Hasanlu I would have been an extremely modest,
rural version of a ribar, when compared to the mon
umental example at Sarcham, dated by an inscription

to 1332-33 AD (Wilber 1955:180, no. 90; fig. 57, pis.
188 and 189).

The ceramic assemblage, especially the
lajvardlnah ware from Buildings I, III, and IV; secure
ly dates the settlement to as early as the late 13 and
early 14th centuries AD. The ubiquity of mono
chrome green-glazed ware akin to so-called Garrus
Ware, while not particularly instructive for dating,
does hint at a degree of continuity with Saljiiq ceram
ic traditions, as does the incised and impressed buff
ware assemblage. The absence of many of the attrib
utes typical of standard Saljtlq glazed earthenwares,
such as certain styles of sgraffiato and champleve
decoration and most of the typical glaze colors, may
provide a preliminary basis for distinguishing the
Ilkhanid material from the Saljiiq. This would prove
especially useful to researchers undertaking archaeo
logical surveys, where the likelihood of finding other
unequivocal ceramic hallmarks of the Ilkhanid peri-
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od, such as lajvardinah ware and a few types of
underglaze decorated and luster wares, are probably
relatively low on small-to-medium-sized sites due to
the prestige-good status of these wares, not to men
tion the tendency of overglaze decoration to disinte
grate when exposed to the elements. The resulting

bias would be an overrepresentation of larger urban
centers with access to fine glazed wares at the
expense of villages and hamlets with a preponder
ance of locally produced unglazed wares and glazed

earthenwares.
One other sobering possibility that might

bias regional settlement data would be the attribu
tion of small sites with monochrome glazed ware
and unglazed earthenwares to the later Saljilq period
and sites with a similar assemblage with the addition
of Iajvardinah ware to the early llkhanid, when in
fact socioeconomic differences, rather than chrono
logical variation, was responsible for the pattern. In
effect, affluent households with access to prestige
ceramics from urban centers would be living in the
llkhanid period (e.g., Hasanlu), while their poorer
contemporaries were seemingly stranded in the
Saljiiq Period (e.g., Hajji FiruzTepe and DinkhaTepe).
The planned layout and fortifications of Hasanlu
imply the site was a node of central state control,
perhaps a garrison and/or the abode of a local
administrator, which might explain the higher status
of the residents suggested by their access to urban
prestige goods.

The absence of Saljiiq fine glazed wares and
those of the 15th century in Hasanlu I strengthens
the llkhanid attribution. In the absence of more accu
rate means for dating-no coins were found in
Hasanlu I deposits and radiocarbon samples were
not collected from the upper strata-one carmot
rule out extending the date of the occupation into
the succeeding Chobanid (1335-43 AD) and early
]alayirid (1343-1432 AD) periods. However, argu
ments for the brief period of Hasanlu I construction
at the site aside, there is no evidence for extending
the date of the occupation into the period of'Timilrid
influence and Qara Qoyiinlu (1432-68 AD) and Aq
Qoyunlu (1468-1501 AD) suzerainty in Azarbaijan
(Woods 1999).

Ceramic groups typical of the late 14th
and early 15th centuries are absent (see esp.
Mason, Bailey, and Golombek 1996: 111 ff.), such as

glazed wares akin to Siraf Site E made of a petro

fabric linked to Diyarbakir and the Aq Qoyunlll
(Whitehouse 1969:56; Mason, Bailey, and Golombek

1996: 115). Moreover, if several stylistic groups of
blue and white and much of the material dubbed
"Kubachi style" are in fact the product of Tabriz

during the Qara Qoyiinlu and Aq Qoyunlii periods
(Golombek 1996:136-37; Lane 1939), which
appears highly likely, one would certainly expect
such ceramics to begin replacing the fine stone
paste wares typical of Hasanlu I if occupation

extended into the 15th century.
It is not surprising that the Ushnu-Siildilz

region would have been fairly extensively settled
in the Ilkhanid period given the importance of
northwestern Iran, and Azarbaijan in particular, to
the transhumant Mongols as summer pasture. The
capitals of Tabriz and Maragheh, as well as lavish
palaces such as those at ujan and Takht-i Suiaim an
(Sughurluq), were located in this general region
(Figure 1). Moreover, a large number of the main
Mongol summer and winter camps, yaylaq and
qisblaq respectively, were located not far to the
east and south of Hasanlu. The important qisblaq

of ]aghatu was likely situated only 20-30 km to
the east of Hasanlu in the vicinity of modern
Suldiiz on the Zarineh Rud, also known as the
]aghatu Chay, The propinquity of rural agricultur

al settlements to the seasonal encampments of
the Mongols was linked to the feudal system
whereby land and fiefs were granted as compen
sation for military service, or iqtii': As
Petrushevsky points out, "Hamd Allah Qazvini
locates iqta' land in Azarbaijan, Arran, Shirvan,
and Khurasan, which is completely explained by
the fact that the main summer (yailaq) and win
ter (qisblaq) camps of the Mongol and Turkish
tribes forming the backbone of the Il-Khanid
army were there. Cultivated land with settled
peasants near to nomad camps was given as tqtii"
(1968:518-19).

Hasanlu Tepe certainly lies in the purlieus of
the Ilkhanid core area and appears to have been a
prosperous, albeit short-lived, rural settlement, hill
fortress, and/or ribar. In the llkhanid period, favor
able terms were offered to landowner tenants will
ing to resettle and improve abandoned lands
(khal~at) in an effort to boost the ruler's revenues
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(Petrushevsky 1968:516-17). However, the expan
sion of the rural economy, begun with the estab
lishment of Saljtiq feudalism and furthered by
Ghazan, probably did not last long. In the end, the
overextension of the iqtii' system under Ghazan
and its metamorphosis under the jalayirids into
soyurgbal vitiated rural production and probably
contributed to the steady decline in settlement
seen following the Ilkhanid period in the region
and elsewhere (Petrushevsky 1968:518-20;Ashtor
1976:273). Moreover, depopulation comes as no
surprise considering the historical milieu of the

later 14th and 15th centuries. The Ilkhanid
empire rapidly fragmented following the reign of
Abu Sa'Id (1316-35). Nearly two centuries of
political turmoil and destructive military cam
paigns followed, as the Chobanids, ]alayirids, the
Golden Horde, Qara QoyunlU, Aq QoyunlU, and
Timurids vied for control of the former Ilkhanid
kingdom. During this chaos, Azarbaijan was the
main prize. Surely adding to the destabilization of
rural settlement was the Black Death of 13-l~-50.

The Hasanlu region was not resettled until the
first half of the 19th century.
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PLATES



Plate A. Aerial view of Hasanlu Tepe and the villages of Hasanlu andAminlu taken in 1937 by Erich Schmidt
(northwest at top). The excavated areas on the north edge of High Mound were dug by SirAurel Stein in 1936.



l'lat« IJ. Aerial view of Hasanlu Tepe and the village of HasanJu taken from the southeast in 1957 by Harold Josef, the American Consul in

Tabriz. The line of the IlkhaniJ fortification wall, the innermost circumvallation, is clearly visible, as is the WWI military trench on the nlge of
the upper High ,\ lo unJ . The trenches on the High Mound (Operations I. 11, and VlI) were dug by the Hasanlu Expedition in 1t)')(l and 1t),)7 .



Plate C. Aerial view of Hasanlu Tepe in 1962 taken by Vaughn Crawford from the south looking north.
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l'late IJ Operation XX-XIX (Grid BB1H) Building I Rooms 1 and 4 during excavation in 1959 from the east looking west. 'flu: doorway from Room I to Room ,j

and the oven in Room -i are in the foreground, In the background are the remains of Burned Building IW of Period IVB and associated ancillary structures,



Plate E. Operation XXXIX(Grid BB28) from the west during excavation in 1959 showing the
oven in Building I Room 4 in the foreground. Note the bin in the southeast corner.





Plate G. Operation XXXIV(CC30) taken in 1960 from the northeast, showing the stone footings of Building II Phase 1.



Plate H. Plaster with wood lathe impressions from Building III Room 2 (HAS 62·9),



PlateJ Grid U23 Building III Room 3, looking northeast during excavation and showing fea
tures abutting the northeast wall .



Plate K. Objects from Building III (1. to r.) HAS 62-17, HAS 62-1, and HAS 62-22.



Plate L. Grid U23 Building III Room 4 looking east showing the washbasin or toilet, the clay pipe
drain, and the clay-lined drainage pit.



Plate M. Grid 112:,Building III Room 4 looking west showing the washbasin or toilet, the clay pipe
drain, and the clay-lined drainage pit.



Plate N Grid T23 Building III Room 6 looking north, showing the oven, flue, and screen wall.





Plate P. Lajvardinah ware jar sherds (HAS 62-10, MET 63.109.25) from
Building III Room 8.



Plate!}. Objects from Operation L and other contexts. Back row (1. to r.) HAS 59-338, HAS 59-330, HAS 59-336a, HAS ';9-336h; Row 3, IIPM 60
20-302. HAS ';<)-3·10 (not from Op. L); Row 2, unidentified glass fragment, HAS 59-333b; Row I, HAS ';9-333a.



Plate R. Buff ware lantern from Operation L (HAS 59-331) .
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